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ABSTRACT 
An expert system has been developed at Iowa State Uni versity to diagnose com-
mon problems and prescribe maintenance planning pro cedures for motor-operated 
valves at the Duane Arnold Energy Center in Palo, Iowa. The system is capable 
of two methods of diagno.sis. The first uses the confidence factors inherent in the 
system used to develop the program (known as Level5). Level5 has a one to one 
correspondence between a symptom and its diagnosis. The second method uses con-
fidence factors similar to those used in the Mycin medical diagnosis expert sys tem 
to determine the relative likelihood of several different possible valve problems based 
on a combination of symptoms. T his allows the user to choose which diagnosis is t he 
most likely. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 P1·oblem Statement 
Maintenance at a nuclear power plant is a t ime-consuming and expensive task. 
It has been estimated t hat over $100,000.000 is lo t each year merely in plant down 
time due to maintenance ~ 1 ] . One area of maintenance that consumes over 303 
of the industri es' annual maintenance budget is valve maintenance. Clearly, any 
measu res tha t can be taken to reduce the cost of this endeavor and increase public 
afety by improving the quality and thoroughness of maintenance procedures would 
be beneficial. For this reason, a valve diagnost ic and maintenance planning program 
was developed at Iowa State Unive rsity fo r implementation at the Duane Arnold 
Energy Center in P alo, Iowa. T his program is capable of diagnosing many problems 
common to motor-operated vah·es ( :\IOV s) at the plant. 
In the original expert system, each valve symptom has a corresponding diagnosis. 
This is a useful feature , but in the real world there is usually not a 1003 correspon-
dence between a symptom and a diagnosis. Often t here is more than one symptom 
present, and this combination of symptoms can indicate a different problem t han any 
one of the component symptoms a lone would. That is why it would be useful to have 
an expert system capable of taking multiple symptoms into acco un t . The goal of 
this research was to implement an expert system capable of doing this via the use of 
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confidence factors. Confidence factors will be explained fully in later chapters, but 
basically they are numbers reflecting an expert's degree of confidence in a conclusion. 
By suitably combining the confidence factors for each individual symptom , a ranking 
of possible causes for valve problems from most likely to least likely can be obtained. 
1.2 Scop e o f T hesis 
Chapter 1 provides an explanation of the field of artificial intelligence and de-
scribes how expert sys tems fit into t his field. It begins by explaining the goal of 
a rt ificial intelligence in general , then moves on to expert sys tems in particular m 
Section 1.4. Some concepts common to most expert systems are di scussed here. 
Chapter 2 reviews some famous successful expert systems. It also covers the 
status of expert systems in the nuclear industry to date . and introduces some specific 
app lications of expert systems in t he field . 
Chapter 3 introduces t he idea of the confidence factor or CF as a method of 
ranking diagnoses. The .\llycin confidence fac tor system is di scussed in Chapter 3. 
This was t he first successful diagnostic program as well as the first to use the confi-
dence fact or system. The various constrai nts t hat govern C'Fs are described here, as 
well as methods fo r combini ng t he confidence factors, since most exper t systems that 
incorporate confidence factors use a modified form of t he Myc in confidence factors. 
Chapter 4 describes the expert system development tool ( Level5 ) that was used 
to implement the valve problem diagnosis and maintenance planning program that 
is being developed in the nuclear engineering department at Iowa State Univers ity. 
The structure of its rules is discussed as well as t he method of determining confidence 
factors used by Level5. 
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Chapter 5 introduces some alternatives to confidence factors that may be sui table 
for future development. Section .5.1 covers the topic of fuzzy logic pioneered by L. 
Zadeh in the early 1970s. Fuzzy logic methods may be an alternative to confidence 
factors in that users could indicate their confidence in a conclusion through linguistic 
statements rather than numbers. The conventions and mathematical notation used 
by the fuzzy logic sys tem are covered in Section .5 .1.l. Section .5 .1.2 describes some 
successful system controllers that use fuzzy logic. Sect ion .5 .2 describes an alternate 
method of ranking possibilities called Dempster-Shafer calculus that is different from 
the confidence factor concept and may be suitable for development in a future expert 
system. 
Chapter 6 describes the valve maintenance and diagnostics program developed 
using Level5 and goes through an example session with the expert system in order 
to ill ustrate some of its capabilities. This ch apter includes an ill ustration of how 
confidence factors can be used to help improve the diagnosis of valve problems. 
1.3 Introduction to Artificial Inte lligence 
Artificial intelligence ( AI ) has been defined as: 
"The study of mental facilities through the use of computational models" 
[2]. 
AI includes the following general areas: 
l. Robotics- This area is primarily concerned with developing visual and tactile 
processing programs that will allow robots to observe and interpret their envi-
ronments. 
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2. Natural language processing- Concerned with developing programs that can 
read , speak, and understand language as people use it in everyday conversation. 
3. Expert systems- Concerned with developing programs that use symbolic knowl-
edge to simulate the behavior of a human expert , i .e., to "reason'' like a human 
being. 
More simply put, the ultimate goal of AI as stated in [2] is to '·build a person" 
or at least something that acts as efficiently and intelligently as a person. At present. 
researchers are far from achieving thi s goal. 
In order to create a machine capable of dupl icating human reasoning processes, 
it is necessary to have some understanding of just how people do reason. Previous 
tests of intelligence have concentrated on how well people think when compared to 
one anot her , rather than how people think in a qualitative sense which is what AI 
researchers need to es tabli sh. 
The basic steps of human thinking are divided much the same way that computer 
" reasoning" is thought of by computer scientists . The steps involved are encoding, 
storing , and recalling information [3]. Although t he steps are the same, the processes 
utilized by computers versus humans could be (and almost certainly are ) very differ-
ent . Human problem solving is the model for most exper t systems. since even though 
thi s may not be the most reasonable way of doing things, at least AI resea rchers 
know that it is possible to reason in this way. 
.5 
1.4 Intro duct ion to Expert Syst e m s 
Expert sys tems can be broadly defined as : 
"compute ri zed processes or programs that attempt to emulate human 
thought processes associated with the application of expertise to problem-
solving'' ·4]. 
Research in the area of expert sys tems includes im·estigation into the meth-
ods and techniques for constructing man-machine sys tems with specialized problem-
solving expertise. Ex pert sys tems are often developed with the aid of a tool or shell 
which is an interface between the use r and the computer language used to implement 
the system. The system in use to develop the system discussed in this thesis is known 
as Level.5 (formerly Insight 2+ ) 1. [ts shell language is known as P RL (for P roduction 
R ule L anguage). Level5 uses Pascal as its primary processing language, although 
the use r does not need to know Pascal to use Le,·el.5. 
Kno\~·ledge in any field is of two sorts: public and private. T he public facts 
can usually be found in textbooks and other references, but expertise generally also 
involves a good amount of pri vate knowledge. This private knowledge is usually in 
t he form of "rules of thumb,'' or heurist ics. Heuri sti cs enab le a huma n expert to make 
educated guesses , recognize promising a pproaches to problems, and deal e ffect ively 
with erroneous or incomplete data. It is in the area of pri vate knowledge that expert 
sys tems can play an important role. 
In the past, knowledge in one of t he more heuri stic areas could on ly be gotten 
by hiring an expert (at often conside rable expense) . who had learned the rul es of 
1 Level.5 is published by Info rmation Builders . Inc. 1250 Broadway, ~ ew York. 
N.Y. 10001. (212) 736- 443~. 
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thumb through years of experience. Expert systems have the potential to change 
thi s to a large extent by capturing the knowledge of the expert in a computer pro-
gram. The knowledge in an expert sys tem is confined to a narrow area of expertise, 
mainly because of the sheer magnitude of trying to cover a very broad area of knowl-
edge. Expert systems are most effective in situations where human expertise is in 
great demand and short supply. In these cases. expert systems offer the following 
ad vantages: 
• Greate r reliability and consistency. 
• ;reater speed. 
• Increased accessibility. 
• Reproducibility of results. 
• The knowledge in them remains after the expert leaves. 
The nuclear industry. because of the complexity of much of its technology and 
because of its high requirements for safety. has need of experts in many fields. These 
experts must be highly trained and they do not ·'grow on t rees" so the criteria 
for effect ive expert ystems is met. Expert systems can play an important role 1n 
diagnostics, operator training, safety analysis, and other areas (see Chapter 2). 
Expert systems generally use a limited English vocabulary of the form IF (con-
dition A) AND (condition B) THEN (conclusion) to express relationships among 
objects . Statements of this kind are referred to as production rules . Becau e of 
the rule-like nature of these statements, expert systems are sometimes referred to as 
rule-based systems. 
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Two different methods of reasonmg are generally associated with these basic 
rules . namely backward and forward chaining. In a fo rward chaining (or data driven ) 
system, an ini tial set of fact s is used to infer new fact s by executing the appropriate 
rules . This tech nique is useful w hen there are many possible solu tions to a problem, 
because many different possibilities can be pursued at once. Backward chaining (or 
goal driven) systems begin by assuming a final or root goal and then attempting to 
sat isfy thi s goal by determining the trut h or falsity of the rules and facts that conclude 
the desired goal. This technique works well on systems that have a relati,·ely small 
number of known, well-defined solu tions. Le,·el.5 is a primari ly backward chaining 
tool although it is capable of forward chaining. 
One of the most useful features of expert systems is their ability to come to con-
clusions in the face of incomplete or even erroneous data. Expert systems accomplish 
this eit her through the use of baysian stati stics (cove red in Chap ter 3) or through 
the use of confiden ce factors or C'Fs. which re flect the experts confidence that a given 
fact or condition is true. This feature will be covered extensively in the following 
chapters. 
An expert sys tem typically consists of two main components: the knowledge base 
a nd the inference engine. The knowledge base and working memory constitute one 
part of the system, and the inference engine and all the subsystems and interfaces 
constitute the second part. Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of a generic expert 
system. 
KNOWLEDGE 
BASE 
FACTS RULES 
INFERENCE 
ENGINE 
INFERENCE CONTROL 
KNOWLEDGE 
A CQUISITION 
SUB SYSTEM 
EXPERT 
,,,,,.- ------
( WORKING ' 1 
I MEMORY I 
~ I 
I I 
I I 
l l , ______ / 
EXPLANATION 
SUBSYSTEM 
Figure 1.1: .-\ Generic Expert y tern 
USER 
INTERFA CE 
USER 
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1.4.1 The Knowled ge B ase 
The knowledge base contains the facts and rules that embody the expert ·s knowl-
edge. On the surface, much knowledge looks like it consists of deep or complex ideas, 
but it is often found that this is not the case; knowledge can often be broken down 
into simple relationships between objects [5]. 
There are five different methods which expert systems use to encode the facts and 
relationships that represent knowledge. A brief desc ription of each type is pr.esented 
below. The interested reader is referred to [.5] for more details. 
1. Semantic networks- The emantic network or semantic net is one of the oldest 
representational schemes in Al. A semantic net consists of a series of nodes 
connected together by links. The nodes usually represent objects or attributes 
of objects. The links connecting them represent the relationships between the 
nodes. Two common links are the " has-a·· link and the ·· is-a" link. The first 
simply refers a to characteristic of the object such as ··the valve has-a leak."' 
The second refers to a general class the object belongs to such as " t he valve 
is-a motor-operated valve." 
2. Object-attribute-value triplets (OAVs)- Objects can be physical objects such as 
door or window. or they can be conceptual ideas. Attributes are characteristics 
associated with objects such as color , size or shape. Values are the rnlue of 
the attribute. This scheme is just a speciali zed case of a semantic net with the 
object-attribute link being a has-a link and the attribute-value link being an 
is-a link. The OAV trip lets can be modified by certainty or confidence factors 
which represent the user 's confidence that a value fo r an attribute exists. This 
is the scheme used in the development of Mycin. which is covered in Chapter 3. 
3. Rules- Rules can be used with OAV representations. They consist of a premise 
(also called an antecedent ) which can be composed of seYeral expressions or 
if-clauses . This is followed by a ingle conclusion or then-clause. Examples of 
Level5 rules are covered in Chapter 4. 
4. Frames- A frame is a desc ription of an object that contains slots for all the 
information associated with the object. Slots are like attributes in that they 
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may store values . They may also contain default values. pointers to other 
frames. sets of rules , or procedures by which values may be obtained. Frames 
are more difficult to develop than OAY triplets but they allow for a richer 
storage of knowledge . 
. s. Logical expressions- Logical expressions can also be used to represent knowl-
edge. The two most popular methods of representing logical relationships are 
prepositional logic and predicate calculus. Pre positions are statements that are 
either true or false. They are linked togethe r by connec tives such as A:-l"D. OR, 
NOT. etc. Prepositional logic is concerned with the truthfulness of statements. 
Predicate calculus is an extension of prepo itional logic . The basic units of 
predicate calculus are called objects. Statements about objects a re called pred-
icates. For example " is-red{ball)" is an assertion that the ball is red. Some 
AI computer la nguages, notably Prolog, use thi s ty pe of representation in their 
rules. 
1.4.2 The Infere nce Engine 
The inference engine contains the inference st rategies a nd controls that an expert 
system uses when manipulating fact s and rules. It examines existing facts and rules, 
and adds new facts when possible. The inference enaine also decides in which order 
the inferences are made. 
1.4.2.1 Inference T he most common reasoning st rategy that inference en-
gines employ is known as modus ponens. This strategy simply states that if it is given 
that an antecedent leads to a conclusion, and it i known that the antecedent is true, 
then t he conclusion is true. As an example of t hi s . consider the following example 
where you have cancer is the antecedent and you are sick is the conclusion: 
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IF you have cancer THE you are sick 
you have cancer ( 1.1 ) 
yo u are sick 
If it is known that you have cancer t hen it can be concluded that you are sick. 
i ote that this is different from reasoning by abduction which will be covered in 
Section 3.2 . 
A feature that is unique to the reasoning strategy of expert ystems, which 
conventional languages lack , is the ability to reason wit h uncertain information. One 
method of handling uncertainty deals with handling unknown information. In this 
case the rule a re allowed to fai l if their antecedent s can not be ernluated. If the rules' 
antecedents are connected by AN D statements t hen the failu re of one condition leads 
to the failure of the entire rule. If, on the other hand, the a ntecedents are connected 
by OR tatements, the failure of one an tecedent does not necessarily mean that the 
entire rule must fail. 
1.4 .2.2 Con tro l There are two problems that the control portion of t he in-
ference e ngine must address: 
• It must haYe a way to decide where to start. 
• It must have a way to resolve conflicts that emerge due to alternat i \·e lines of 
reasoning . 
Becau e Level.5 is a backward chaining sys tem , the fi rst problem i oh·ed by the 
fact t hat it s tart s with the goal statement and looks for rules t hat conclude the goal. 
If there is more than one rule that concludes the goal , then Level5 looks for the rule 
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with t he highest confidence value . In the case where the confidence values are the 
ame. the first rule encountered gets fired first. To address the second problem. an 
identical system is employed in the case of rules with the same conclusion if they 
have the sam e confidence factors. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2 .1 Introduction 
Expert system s had their practical debut with a program called Heuristic Den-
dral in 196.5 [2:.):. In that year .Joshua Lederberg. who was a ~obel Prize-winning 
chemist, de\·eloped the basic algorithm for a ystem designed to establish the chemi-
cal tructure of unknown molecules . Edward Feigenbaum of Stanford rniversity and 
Bruce Buchanan set out to try to incorporate Lederberg's rules into an heuristic ex-
pert system. Given a molecule 's atomic formula and its mass spectrograph. Dendral 
was able to determine t he structure of unknown compounds. Obtaining the heuristic 
rules needed to implement Dendral took over fifteen man-years . but the knowledge 
gained from it helped t remendously to establish the field of knowledge engineering. 
The 'tanford grou p used its knowledge to go on to develop other expert systems, 
probably the most famo us of which is the ~Iycin system which will be covered in 
Chap ter 3. 
Following the success of l\Iycin, companies began to take note of expert systems 
tech nology. Some of the more successful are presented below. 
• Macsyma- Developed at ~IIT to assist in solving complex mathematical prob-
lems [5]. This system is still under continual improvement and is used by 
hundreds of researchers daily. It is the most powerful program yet developed 
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to solve algebraic equa tions using a computer. It played a major role in con-
\·incing the artificial intelligence community that expert system a re capable of 
high leve ls of performance. 
• Hearsay I and II- Developed at C'arnegie- '.\Iellon LTniversity from t he late 1960s 
to mid 1970s [.5]. This system was designed to understand spoken human speech 
patterns. At the close of the project, the program was able to understand over 
1,000 words and respond in about the ame time that a human would. Hearsay 
clearly de mon trated the superiority of heuri st ic methods over stati tical meth-
ods when dealing with problem invoh·ing the meanings of word in context. 
• Prospector- Developed in t he earl y 1910 at tanford Research In titute . Inter-
national (SRI) for the CS. Geolouical urvey s;. Prospector wa designed to 
provide consultation to geologist in t he early t ages of searching fo r o re-grade 
mineral deposit s. It allo,,- users to top it at any stage in the consultation pro-
ces and actually volunteer information. It then adjust s its infe ren cinu trategy 
acco rding to the info rmation provided. [n 19 0. P ro pector became the fir t 
expert ys tem to achieve major commercial uccess when it d iscovered a large 
molybdenum deposit. 
• Xcon- Developed by Digital Equipment Corporation to configure t heir Vax 
computers [2:. This fo rward chaininu expert ystem has all but replaced people 
in its area of expertise . The Xcon program now configures all order fo r Vax 
computers . 
2. 2 E x p e r t Sys t e m s U es in t h e N uclear Indus try 
An expert sys tem can be a vigila nt a i t ant to plant operators as well as an aid 
1n plant management and maintenance in nuclear power plants . where a fety is of 
great concern. Because of demands fo r greater safety margins , lower environmental 
impact , increa ed performa nce. etc .. automation of most function in nuclear power 
plan ts i inevitable 6]. Because of t he complexity of these power plant . the u e of 
expert ystems in s uch areas as ope rato r training, di ag no t ics . and afety analysis 
wi ll be i nrnl uable . 
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Because of their importance to cost and safety in the nuclear industry many 
different organizations including nuclear equipment vendors, engineering firms, na-
tional laboratories , the utility industry, universities, and others have shown interest 
in developing expert systems technology. The main areas of emphasis in the industry 
have been [4]: 
1. Fault recognition. 
2. Diagnosis and recovery. 
3. Task planning. 
4. Intelligent operator interfaces . 
. 5. Intelligent systems control. 
The system described in this thesis falls into the second and third areas . There 
are many systems being developed in each area. It is the purpose of this section to 
give the reader an idea of some of the systems that have been implemented. 
The most coherent efforts have been undertaken by EPRI (the Elect ric Power 
Research Institute), which is funded by a consortium of utility companies from 
around the world . One of the first EPRI-sponsored projects was Realm (the R eactor 
E mergency-Alarm- Level M onitor), developed by Technology Applications. Inc. for 
Indian Point Unit 2 in cooperation with Consolidated Edison of New York. Realm 
was designed to ident ify emergency situations at a nuclear power plant by comparing 
symptoms it observes with the li st of eve,nts stored in its database. This is important 
because the NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) has issued specific guidelines 
on how to classify a particular emergency situation, with each situation requmng a 
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specific set of responses. It reportedly performed well in a recent drill when operated 
in parallel with the plant's normal emergency operating procedures [4]. 
An expert system called PIPES is a pc-based software system developed by 
Combustion Engineering which automates the lengthy process by which steam gen-
erator tubes are to be eddy cur rent tested for structural flaws. P IPES also assists in 
implementing the inspection test pat tern necessary to verify repairs [7]. 
Westinghouse offers a complete motor-operated valve maintenance program called 
VITALS (Valve Intelligent Test and AnaLysis System) and an on-line Valve Moni-
toring System (VMS) . They have developed the system in response to to ugher guide-
lines on motor-operated valves (MOVs) mandated by the NRC in June, 1989. The 
data collected by VMS and VITALS is sent to an expert system developed by West-
inghouse for analysis, or printed out for human inspection. Typical time for set- up 
and testing of valves is less than two hours as opposed to the up to twenty hours 
normally required [8]. 
Ohio State University is developing an Operator Advisor System (OAS) to aid 
nuclear plant operators in identifying abnormal operating conditions [9]. The sys-
tem is being developed for the Perry BWR (Boiling Water Reactor) power plant. 
It has three components: monitoring, procedure management, and diagnosis. The 
monitoring portion is designed to detect known malfunction states and threats to 
plant safety. The procedure management component is designed to control plant 
malfunction states and initiate safety maintenance procedures when it anticipates 
threats to safety. The diagnostic portion is designed to diagnose both known and 
unknown malfunction states before the traditional plant alarms are triggered. This 
system uses the "symptom-oriented" approach towards safety that has been in favor 
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since the Three Mile Island accident rather than t he "event-oriented" approach. The 
event-oriented approach has been aban doned because too much emphasis was placed 
on the operator 's ability to identify the exact problem quickly even in the case of 
multiple events occurring simultaneously, and because it is not possible to define all 
possible events and situations beforehand. 
At Iowa State, a sys tem known as ESAS (Expert System for Analyzing Systems) 
has been developed [10] . . ESAS finds cut-sets ·for a PRA (P robabilist ic Ri sk As-
sessment ) without having to first generate fault-trees. A cut-set is a set of com-
ponents whose failure causes the failure of the system. Construct ing fault-trees is 
time-consumi ng and requires some guesswork. Also, most computer codes for find-
ing fault-trees require a mainframe to execute. Therefore. by eliminating fault-trees, 
much time and effort can be saved . 
As mentioned in Section 1.1 , a val ve problem diagnosis and maintenance planning 
expert system has been developed by Michael J. Winter and Dr. Richard Danofsky 
at Iowa State University [l ]. The system is capable of diagnosing many problems 
commonly found in MOVs, and specifying the post-maintenance tests that need to 
be performed on these valves once maintenance has been performed. T hi s system 
will be covered in more detail in Chapter 6. 
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3. MYCIN 
3.1 B ackgr ound of Mycin 
One of the first expert syste ms ever created is known as Myc in [.5]. ~lycin was 
developed in the middle seventies at Stanford "Cniversity. with the aoal of assisting 
physicians in the diag nosis and treatment of meningitis (inflammation of t he mem-
branes around the brain and spinal co rd ) and bacteremia infections ( infec tions caused 
by bacteria in the blood ). P rio r to the development of Mycin. AI had been criticized 
for solving only ' 'toy"' problems wit h little or no practical significance. The Stanford 
researchers set out to implement an expert system that had practical value. 
The problem domain of meningitis was chosen because thi s di sease requires quick 
t reatment. However. because labora tory results may take twenty-four to forty-eight 
hours to complete. the attending physician was often forced to call in expert help to 
aid in his di agnosis . This often too k precious time: time that quite oft en neither the 
patient nor the doctor could affo rd to waste. Because of the advantages of expert 
systems (see Sect ion 1.4) this a rea seemed to be one that could greatly benefit from 
expert systems technology. 
To make a diagnosis. Mycin asks the user various questions about the patient, 
such as his or he r disease hi story and whether cert ain bacteri a are present in the 
pa tient 's body. Based on thi s information Myci n draws conclusions about which 
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diseases may be presen t and ranks t hem according to their likelihood. 
The results of the fi rst t ri als were very encouraging. Mycin gave correct diagnoses 
in 65% of the tested cases, while t he human physicians scored 63% on the average 
[.5]. This was somewhat surprising both because the expert system did bet ter than 
expected and beca use the experts did worse. 
Because of the early success of 1\!Iycin , many expert systems software developers 
looked at Mycin 's reasoning strategy when designing their sys tems. Because of thi s 
most expert systems, including Level5. use a modified form of Mycin 's confidence 
factor system. Mycin 's developers have developed a tool known as Emycin which 
employs Mycin 's inferencing strategy. leaving it to t he individual developers to input 
their own rules. Because so many expert sys tems developers have used a modified 
form of Mycin confidence factors. they will be covered in detai l in this chapter . 
3.2 Baysian Statistics 
Mycin uses a form of reasoning known as a bduction. Reasoning by abduction 
has the followi ng format ; if it is known that .--1 fo llows from B , and also that B exists 
or is t rue , it can infe rred that A exists or is true. Writ ten in predicate calculus format 
thi s is: 
(IF A B ) 
B 
A 
( 3.1 ) 
T his form of inference is no t legal inference as deduction is, because it can lead 
to incorrect conclusions. For example, a use of abduction that would lead to an 
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incorrect conclusion might be: 
IF you have cancer T HEN yo u are sick 
you are si ck 
yo u have cancer 
( 3.2) 
The patient may indeed have cancer but thi s is hardl y certain on the basis of just 
one symptom. However. since this is the .type of reasoning t hat physicians actually use 
in making diagnoses (although usually with more than one piece of evidence). it is still 
a valuable reasoning tool in areas that involve the diagnosis of a problem or di ease 
from its .. symptoms·'. Such areas include medical diagnosis . mineral exploration and 
equipment maintenance. 
Another potential disadvantage of the ab duction method is that it is possible 
to get more than one correct answer to a question . For example , if your dog comes 
into the house all wet yo u might decide t hat it was caught in a rain shower. but it is 
a lso possible that the dog walked by a lawn sprinkler. It is not known which of these 
pos ibilities is true with absolute certainty. The best one can do is try to determine 
which of se\·eral possibilities is t he most probable. 
In order to \\·eigh the fact s for or against each conclusion the expert system 
developer must somehow make two decisions. The first is to decide how strongly a 
fact weighs for or against a conclusion , a nd the second is to determine how to combine 
the vario us pieces of evidence into a final conclusion [2]. This is accomplished in 
many exper t systems via the implement~tion of confidence factors or C'Fs which wi ll 
be covered in detail in Section 3.3. Confidence factors are generally numbers between 
zero and one which reflect the expert sys tem user's level of belief or disbelief in a fact 
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or conclusion. 
The ~I ycin program uses a modified form of Baysian stati stics . which are based 
on condit ion al probabili ties. In the case of t he Mycin program this is the probability 
t hat a patient has a disease D in light of some evidence E or P ( D I E). Eac h E 
term cons ist s of one or more S'~s which co rrespond to t he symptoms of t he problem. 
This is in contrast to the more familiar unconditional probability P ( D ) which i 
the probabili ty that a certain di sease is present before any e\·idence is gat hered . 
C ncondi ti onal probabilities are sometimes called prior probabilities and conditional 
probabilities are called posterior probabilities. 
Prior probabi li ties are defined mat hematically by the expres ion: 
P (D ) = _!}_ 
Pop 
(3.3) 
. where P op is the total popula ti on a nd D is the num ber of people in the popula-
tio n wit h condi tion D. The posterior or conditional probability is defined a : 
P ( D E ) = D ~ E (3.-l ) 
\\-here P (D E ) means the probabili ty of D given t he e\·idence E. It is equal to 
t he intersec tion of sets D and E divided by t he set of individuals exh ibiting E. An 
expression like P( D E ) often cannot be evaluated directly because it is never know n 
for ce rtain how many people wit h a group of symptoms E act ually have disease D in 
a gi ve n p op ulation. O ne thing t hat. can be much more eas ily determined however is 
the probabi lity that a patient will exhibit a set of symptoms given t hat the disease 
is present, o r P( E D ). Physicians can al so determine the probability of t he d isease 
occurring in t he population P (D ) and t he instances of a ce rtain symptom occurring 
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m the population P(E). From these factors, P(D [ E) can be determined usmg 
Bayes's theorem which states: 
I 
- P(D) x P(E I D) 
P(D E) - P(E) ( 3.5) 
Since the numbers on the right side of the equation are easier to obtain than the 
ones on the left , Bayes 's theorem simplifies the task of calculating the probabilities 
involved. 
But there is an even greater problem involved with calculating conditional prob-
abilities that has not been addressed. For m diseases and n symptoms, there are 
approximately m x n numbers to calculate (actually m x n conditional probabili ties 
+ m disease probabilities + n symptom probabilities ). This is not too formidable a 
task, especially if it is recognized that some symptoms and di seases can be ruled out 
as being unrelated to one another. A difficulty occurs when one must cons ider the 
possibility of multiple symptoms in a disease, however. 
For example, suppose P(D [ 51&52) needs to be calculated , where 51&52 
stands for the presence of two symptoms simultaneously. Then for each pair of 
symptoms i and j P( 51&52 D) and P( 51&52) need · to be de termined. The 
number of these pairs is n * ( n - 1) ~ n 2 so now approximately m * n 2 combinations 
must be considered. This is a great increase over the number of possibilities that had 
to be considered previously, and if three symptoms must be considered the problem 
becomes even worse. As an example, if there are .500 diseases with 3,000 symptoms 
(m = .500 ,n = 3,000) the number of single symptom cases that must be considered 
is approximately 1,.500,000, which is a large but manageable number for today's 
computers. If, on the other hand, we consider the two symptom case the number 
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of values rises to 500 * 30002 = 4, .500. 000, 000 , and adding more interdependent 
symptoms makes the situation even worse [2]. In addition to thi s. in the real world 
the conditional probabilities of multiple symptom di seases or problems will probably 
not be known. 
It is therefore necessary to implement a system where single symptom conditional 
probabilities can be combined with other single symptom probabilities to give a good 
approximation to the multiple symptom case without having to calculate so many 
values. Mycin solved this problem via the implementation of the so-called confidence 
factor. or CF. 
3.3 Mycin Confidence Factors and Measures of B e lie f and Disbelief 
In the :Vlycin system the concept of confirmation is used rather than that of strict 
probability. Confirmation does not indicate that a hypothesis is pro\·en. but rather 
that an observation lends credence to it [11]. T his level of support in an observation 
is denoted as C'[h,e]. or the degree of confirmation in h based on the observation 
e. Confirmations cannot be manipulated as though they were probabilities , as this 
leads to inconsistencies or paradoxes. An example of thi s is the famous Paradox of 
the Ravens [11 ]. Suppose hl is t he statement .. All ravens are black'' and h2 is the 
statement "All non-black thi ngs are non-ravens." Even tho ugh these two statements 
are logically equivalent , it is not val id to assert that C' [hl, e] = C [h2. e] for all e, 
as would be the case in probability theory. For example if e is the e\·idence that a 
vase is green. it seems silly to suggest that the green vase supports the fact that all 
ravens are black even though it does support the fact that all non-black things are 
non- ravens. 
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Another important point to consider is t hat C [h, e] does not equal 1 - C[h, e] 1 
A disconfirmation function of some sort is then needed because a supposition and its 
inverse are not related as they a re in conventional probabili ty theory. Another way 
of saying thi s is that the CF s are not symmetrical [12]. 
For example, suppose there are two rules with associated CFs (ass ume they are 
Mycin rules even though they a re presented in a format si milar to Level.5 ): 
RULE A 
IF stalled motor 
THEN valve stem binding CF 0.7 
RULE B 
IF excessive handwheel effort 
THEN valve stem binding CF 0.6 
Mycin rules use a technique known as uncertainty addition to combine CFs. 
( sing Equation 3.29 ( to be shown later ) the combined CF of packing too tight is : 
X + Y ( l - X ) = 0.7 + 0.6(1 - 0.7) = 0.88 ( 3.6) 
In other wo rds, it is 8 p ercent certain t hat the valve stem is binding if both 
symptoms are present . If, as in conventional probabili ty, we assumed that P (.J ) = 
1 - P(A) t hen the following rules would result: 
RULE A 
IF NOT stalled motor 
THEN NOT valve stem is binding CF 0.3 
1 A bar over a variable means it s negation or opposite. 
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RULE B 
IF NOT excessi ve handwheel effor t 
THEN NOT valve stem is binding CF 0. 4 
This wo uld give the chance of val ve stem is not binding given the two symptoms 
as : 
0.3 - 0.4(1 - 0.3) = o .. s ( 3. 7) 
in which case valve stem binding would be 1 - 0.5 = 0.42. This is quite different from 
the previous answer , so obviously conventional probability theory is not relevant. 
In order to determine some way to combine these confidence measures ome new 
terms need to be introduced . These terms are called measures of belief ( JI B) and 
measures of disbelief U\J D) and are defined as follow s: 
J/ B [h, e] 
JI D[h. e] 
X : The measure of increased belief in h based on e is X. (3. ) 
X : The measure of increased disbelief in h based one is X. (3.9 ) 
The evidence e may not be an event but could be another hypothesi that 1s 
it self subject to confirmation . 
Under Ylycin 's system if a rule increases belief in a hypothesis . it also prop or-
tionately dec reases the disbelief in t he hypothesis acco rding to t he formula: 
P (h e ) - P(h ) ' if P(h E) --, P(h). 
1 - P(h) 
(3 .10 ) 
This is called the measure of increased belief in h resulting from e . This is 
equivalent to JI B [h, e] di sc~ssed a bove and, as noted. occurs when the conditional 
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probability is greater than the prior probability. C'on\·ersely. if the conditional prob-
ability is !es than the prior probability, the systems di s belief would increa e while 
its belief would decrease . This proportionate decrease in belief is given by: 
P (h) - P(h I e) 
P(h) 
if P(h je ) · P(h) ( 3.11) 
Thi i the measure of increased disbelief in h re ulting from e and is denoted 
by J!D [h. e . 
In hort. the measure of increased belief is proportionate to the clecrea e in 
di belief. and the measure in increased di sbelief i proportionate to t he decrea e in 
belief. Belief i estimated by P(h) at any gi \·en time and disbelief is e timated by 
1 - P (h ). "ome important point to note here are that a single piece of ev idence e 
can-i:iot both favor and disfavor a hy pothesis, so when J!B[h, e] .> 0, JfD [h. e1= 0. 
imilarly. when JI D '.h. e) ~ 0 . .II B h. e) = 0. This leads to the omewhat more 
formal definitions of :\IB and :\ ID ai\'en below: 
.\IB [h. e] = { :na.r [P(h e).P(h) j- P(h) 
max ' i,o:- P(h) 
JI D :h, e: = { :nin P(h e).P(h)j- P(h) 
min '1,o:- P(h) 
if P( h) = 1 
( 3.12) 
otherwise 
ifP(h)= O 
( 3 .13) 
ot herwise 
Final ly, we define a certainly factor (CF) as the diffe rence between the mea-
su re of belief and disbelief divided by a weighting factor which will be explained in 
ection 3.-1: 
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C'F = .\IB[h. e:- JID [h. e 
1 - min(.\IB:h , e] ,,\J D fh. e]) 
(3.1-±) 
This certainty factor is necessary when two compet ing hypothesis must be com-
pared. The certainty factor can range in value from - 1 to 1 as opposed to 1B and 
MD which both have values between 0 and 1. If a piece of evidence e neither confirms 
nor di sconfirms a hypothe is it is a signed a C F of ze ro . 
3.4 Combining M easures of Belief and Disbelief 
The certainty factor was originally defined as simply the difference between the 
'.\IB and '.\ID factors but t hi s was changed to t he fo rm noted in Equation 3.14 in 
more recent versions of Mycin for two reasons. First . under the old rule the re was 
a tendency for a piece of evidence with a large MD to overwhelm several pieces of 
pos iti ve ev idence, or vice versa . The second deals with t he commutivity of the C Fs 
and will be explained below . 
The tendency of one large piece of negative (positi ve) evidence to overwhelm 
several positive {negative ) pieces was taken into account by a term in t he denominator 
which acts as a weighting factor to decrease t he effects of either a ~IB much la rge r 
than i ts corresponding ::YID or vice versa [13:. For example. under the origi nal ystem 
if there was a large body of ev idence which supported a conclusion with an '.\IB of 
0.99 and a single piece of evidence with a MD of 0. the C'F would be: 
C' F = .\I B - .\I D = 0.99 - 0. = 0.19 (3.1.5) 
This gives a disproportionate weight to the single piece of negati\·e evidence. 
l'nder the new system however, the CF is: 
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C' F = .\! B - Jf D 
1 - min( l\if B , JI D ) 
0.99 - o. 0. 19 ------ = - = 0.9.5 
0.20 
which is a more realistic result. 
The following characteristi cs of MB and MD should also be noted: 
JI B [h . e] 
.\I D[h. e] 
0 if e and h are independent or if e disconfirms h. 
0 if e and h are independent or if e confirms h. 
(3 .16) 
( 3.17 ) 
( 3.1 ) 
One of t he paradoxes encountered by the developers of \ l ycin was the fact that 
although an expert may agree with a hypothesis to a degree X. he does no t nece sarily 
agree with the hypothesis negation with a degree 1 - X. In terms of the previously 
defined notation this is represented as: 
C F~h . e] -1- CF [h. e] r l (3.19) 
l -sing the rules developed so far. it can be shown that in fac t the sum of t hese 
terms does not equal one. but zero, which ag rees more closely wit h what one wo uld 
expect on an intuitive level because it implies that if a piece of evidence support s a 
hypothesis it di sfavors the negation of the hypothesis equally. This is t rue because 
J\IB [h, e] = JI D[h. e] and. recalling the mathematical definitions of the measures of 
be lief and di sbelief: 
C F [h e] - C F [h. e] = P(h e ) - P (h) -1- P(h) - P(h e) 
' 1 - P (h) 1 - P (h) = O ( 3.20) 
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It is important that the developer of an expert system using certainty factors 
either weights the rules so that the sum of the mutually exclusive hypothe is does 
not exceed one, or otherwise normalizes them in some way. 
It was mentioned earlier that some sort of approximation technique is needed in 
order to handle the case of multiple symptoms for a certain hypothesis. Remember 
that while it is possible to evaluate these using Bayes "s theorem, large amounts of 
data storage are required. The confidence factor alle\·iates this problem because. 
since t he confide nce factors do not represent probability per se, approximations can 
be made using them that would not be otherwise valid . 
There are everal defining criteria that should be met by the confidence factors 
irn·olving two or more symptoms if they are to be logically consistent and make sense 
intuitively. T hese criteria are broken down into four categories and presented below. 
3 .5 D efining C rit e ria of Mycin Confide nce Factors 
1. Limits · JI B [h, E ] increases towards 1 as confirming evidence is found. Simi-
larly, J,.f D [h, E ] increases towards 1 as disconfirming evidence is found. In both 
cases, t hey reach 1 only if a piece of evidence eit her confirms or di sconfirms the 
hypot hesis completely. The combined evidence C'F. C F :h, E_ & E _] . should 
fall somewhere between the C'F with the di sconfir ming evidence and the CF 
with the confirming evidence. In other words, C F _h,E_j < C'F[h. E_ &:,E_: < 
CF[h. E+J, where E _ stands for confirming evidence and E _ stands for dis-
confirming evidence. 
2. Absolu te con:firmat ion/ di sconfirmat ion - If JI B [h, E +] = 1 then iv! D [h, E _] = 
0 and CF[h,E] = 1. Simila rly, if the MD te rm equals 1, then Af B = 0 and 
the C' F = - 1. It is also impossible for the MB and MD in a given rule to both 
equal 1. 
3. Commutivity · The order that the evidence is di scovered does not affect the 
final confidence factor. 
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JI B [h. 1&52] 
.\I D[h, l& 2] 
CF [h, 51&52] 
JI B [h . .. 2&51] 
JI D[h. 2& l ] 
CF[h, 2&51] 
( 3.21) 
(3.22 ) 
(3 .23) 
4. Missing information - If the truth or fal sity of a symptom in a hypothesis 
cannot be determined, then the various factors are determined by disregarding 
that symptoms· effect. If S2 is unknown : 
JI s:h. 51&52; 
JI D:h, 51&52] 
C' F [h,51& '2] 
JI B[h. '- ' l ] 
JI D'h. S' l ] 
C'F[h, 5 1] 
These rules have a few important implications. Some of t hee are: 
(3.24) 
( 3.25) 
( 3.26 ) 
1. The MB of a hypothesis never decreases unless the associated .YID goes to 1. 
2. The .:\I D of a hy pothesis never decreases unless the associated ~IB goes to 1. 
3. A CF of ze ro indicates either that the di sconfirming and confirming evidence 
are equal , or that there is an absence of both confirming and di sconfirming 
eYidence. 
4. If E = E+ &:.E_ then C F [h, E ] represents the C F of a rule covering onl y t hose 
cases whe rein all the conditions of E+ a nd E_ are satisfied . Si nce it is im-
practical to write such rules, especially where more t han two symptoms are 
involved, some method o f combining the component ymptoms from separate 
rules is needed. 
3.6 Combining M¥cin Confide nce Fac tors 
It was mentioned earlier that C' Fs cannot exceed 1 or go below - 1. Because 
of this requirement , the designe rs of Mycin have implemented several rules to make 
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sure t his does not occur. In addition, procedures dealing with di sjunctions and 
conjunction s of hypotheses have been developed to cover those cases where a body 
of evidence could point to more than one hy pothesis ( logical A~D). or where the 
evidence does not clearly indicate which of two funct ions may be true (logical OR). 
These combining functions are presented below. 
1. Increme ntally acquired evidence - Thi s rule gives a method of modifying t he 
existing MB or !\ID as new ev idence comes to light. keeping in mind that t he 
limits on the resulting CF must lie between -1 a nd l. Cnder the old ::\Iycin 
rules, the combining fun ctions were defined as: 
JI B [h. 51&52] = 
{ 0 JJB[h, 511 + JIB [h,52](1 - JIB :h , ' l ]) 
.U D'h. 51&52] = 
{ ~! D[h, 51] _j__ M n :h, 52 ~ ( 1 - M D[h, 1 ) 
(3.27 ) 
if JI D'h, s u.~52: = l 
otherwise 
( 3.2 ) 
if _u s :h, s 1&:.52: = i 
other wise 
These rules were re vised somewhat because unde r thi s sys tem it was necessar y 
to partition the e\·idence into positive and negative weig hts in order to preserve 
commutivity of evidence when t he .\IBs and :\IDs we re combined into C' Fs later. 
Under t he new system Mycin simply sto res the current C F value and combines 
it with new evidence as this becomes available. The new :\Iycin combining 
fu n ctions are [13]: 
{ 
_y _j__ Y(l - X ) 
r - _\" f }r 
C'Fco.l! B l .VE(-\. . } ) = 1- min( lx , y) 
- C Fe OJI Bl.V £( -_\. - } r) 
_\ , } ' '> 0 
one of X.Y > 0 
.\,} - <" 0 
(3.29) 
The result s are differe nt from the old syst em only in t he case whe re t he CFs to 
be combined are of opposite sign. 
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2. Conjunctions of hypothesis - The measure o f belief (dis belief ) in a conjunction 
of hy pothesis is only as <rood as the belief (dis belief ) in the hypothesis believed 
less (more ) t rongly. 
,U B [h l&h2 , E ] = min( M B [hl, E ], .\I B [h2, E ]) ( 3.30) 
.If D[h l &h2. E ] = max(.\! D[h 1, E ], .\I D[h2. E]) ( 3.31) 
3. Disj unctions of hypothesis - The measure of be lief (disbelief) in a di sjunction 
of a hypothesis is as good as the belief ( 9isbelief) in the hypothe is believed 
more ( less) strongly. 
Jf B [h 1 v h2, E ] = max( Af B[h 1. E]. ,if B [h2, E]) ( 3.32) 
.\ID '. hl v h2.E: = min(.\ID hI,E .. \J D:h2.EJ ( 3.33) 
4. Strength of evidence - This rule applies to the case where it i not known for 
cert ain whether S is true but a C F is known reflect ing the degree of beli ef in 
S. 1if E t and .W Dt refer to the degrees of belief in the hypothesis when the 
symptoms are known for certain. 
JI B [h. 'l ] = JI B(h. 51] x max(O, CF :s i. E]) 
JI D [h. 5 1] = M Dt[h, 51] x ma.r(O, CF [51. E ]) 
As an example of the combining rules, consider the fo llowing example: 
Symptom: Stalled motor 
Cause : Valve stern binding (40%) 
Packing too tight (60%) 
Symptom: Leaking packing 
Cause : Packing too l oose (not too tight ) (90%) 
(3.34 ) 
(3 .35 ) 
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In this hypothetical situat ion. the expert has a valve symp tom of "stalled motor" . 
Sixty percent of the time this condition is caused by the valve stem binding. while 
forty percent of t.he time it is caused by the packing being too tight. On the basis 
of just this symptom therefore, the expert would conclude t hat ·'packing too tight" 
is the cause of t he problem. Suppose however, that the expert also observes another 
symptom , namely that of ·' leaking packing"' indicating that the packing is too loose. 
This changes the situation. Packing too loose can be interpreted as being a measure 
of disbelief in "packing too tight" . The new confidence factor fo r "packing too tight" 
is then: 
C' F = 60 - 90 = - l .S 
l - min(60, 90 ) 
(3.36 ) 
On the bas is of t he second symptom "valve stem binding" becomes the most 
likely candidate. 
3.7 Problems with M ycin 's Approximations 
The four combining functions sati sfy the defining criteria mentioned earlier, bu t 
there are some problems. First of all, it has been assumed throughout that the 
symptoms 5 1 and 52 are independent ; thi s may not be true in act ual practice. 
Secondly, t he combining criteria always cause the MB or ID to increase regardless 
of t he relationship between the new and prior evidence. However, the developers of 
~Iycin point out in '.11 ] that confirmation theory has little to do with probabili ty 
theory in the numerical sense, and that the usefulness of the t heory depends on its 
accuracy in a given context . In other words : if it works, use it . 
In their original analysis . Shortliffe and Buchanan compared the CF's obtai ned 
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from simulated data usmg combining functions 3.27 and 3.2 and compared them 
with the exact C Fs calculated from Equations 3.12 and 3.13. They found t hat the 
functions give good approximations to the numbers obtained using exact data. The 
greatest di screpancies occurred when the functions were applied many times to reach 
the final result 2 and when the pieces of evidence were strongly related (i.e .. not 
independent ) for the hypothesis under conside ration. This is to be expec ted because 
the rules developed by Shortliffe and Buchanan tacitl y ass umed independence of 
symptoms. 
For convenience, some important Mycin relations are summarized in Table 3.1. 
2Reflecting Zadeh's postulate that the more steps involved in reaching a result , 
the ·'fuzzier·' that result is (see ection .5.1) . 
Table 3.1: Some important Mycin relations 
Purpose Equation 
Co nditional probability of D given E. P(D I E)= P( D}xP(.C:llJ} P(E ) 
Measure of belief. MB[h ej = P(h }- JJ(hle) if P(h I e) < P(h ) 
' P(h) 
MB[h , ,J = { ~axfP( h je),P(h)\-P( h ) if P( h) = l Measure of belief (al ternate). otherwise 
maxll,01-P(h) 
Measure of disbelief. 1vf D[h el - P(hJe) -P(h) if P(h IE)> P(h) ' - 1-P(h) 
MD[h, ,j = { ~in/ P( h\,),P(h)j -P( h) if P(h) = 0 Measure of disbelief (alternate). 
otherwise 
m·in l 1,0\-P(h) 
{ X+Y(l-X ) X,Y > O 
Combining confidence factors . c FcoM BIN E (X, Y) = l-,;hi(1~L I Y I) one of X, Y > 0 
-C' Frn MR r iV ,r;>( -X, - '( ) X,Y < O 
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4. LEVELS 
An expert system will often be developed with the help of a tool or she ll , which 
is a sy tern designed to facilitate the rapid development of knowledge-based systems 
that address a sp ecific class of problems. The shell is basically an ·'overlay'' on an 
existing language and is designed to make program development easier . As mentioned 
in Sect ion 1.4, Level5 's platform language is Pascal. Other tools have been developed 
using Lisp and Prolog. The Level5 tool was developed by Information Builders, Inc. 
[14]. The language used by Level.5 is known as P RL for Production Rule Language 
and is constructed in a straightforward IF-TH EN st ructure; this makes program 
development and modificat ion easy to perform. 
4. 1 B asics of Levels Rules 
The basic st ructure of a Level5 program consists of one or more goals. each of 
which may have sub-goals . The inference engine looks through the knowledge base to 
find a rule that has a goal as it s conclusion. It then looks at the condi tional statements 
that must be sati sfied to meet this conclusion. Each of t hese conditional statements 
may be the conclusion of other rules, and these rules will also have conditions to 
sati sfy. The knowledge base tr ies to determine the rnlues of t hese statements by 
using the rules encoded in it or by querying the database. If i t cannot determine the 
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values in t his way, the knowledge base asks the user for the information it needs . 
4.1.0.3 PRL fact ty pes. There are four basic fact types in Level.5 vers ion 
1.0. These are ~ 14 ] : 
1. simple fact- These are variables that have a true or fal se value. For example. 
the user might be asked: 
"Will welding be performed that violates the pressure boundary?" 
\.Vhere the entire clause 
"Will welding . . . boundary?" 
would be the simple fact. The user would respond by pressing the TRUE 
function key or the FALSE function key. When queried by the knowledge base 
for the value of a simple fact , the use r can also be asked to provide hi s confidence 
in t ruth or falsity of the fact on a scale of 0 to 100. In t hi s case. the simple fact 
wi ll be assigned a value of true or false depending on if the user's answer was 
above or below a certain threshold assigned by the program de\·eloper. 
2. attribute value-This type of variable designation is used whenever there is an 
antecedent part of a clause that can have one of several \·alues. For example: 
valve operator maintenance IS operator replaced 
valve operator maintenance IS spring pack reworked 
valve operator maintenance IS limit switch maintained 
valve operator maintenance IS mot or replaced 
Each one of the statement s with the antecedent 
valve operator maintenance 
wo uld most likely come from separate rules within t he knowledge base . When 
the knowledge base needs to know the value of 
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valve operator maintenance 
the user will be presented with a screen similar to: 
What is : valve operator mai ntenanc e 
operator replac ed 
spri ng pack reworked 
limit switch ma intained 
motor rep l a c ed 
The user would then select the desired answer. which would then become t he 
value of the attribute value variable . Attribute value variab les can take on 
multiple values simultaneous ly if they are declared using the reserved MULTI 
command. 
3. st ring-This variable type is analogous to the st ring variables in other languages 
and can be any ASCII character. They must be declared at the beginning of 
the knowledge base by preceding the variable name with the reserved word 
STRING, otherwise the PRL compiler cannot distinguish them from numeric 
fact types. When the knowledge base queries the use r for an answer (o r checks 
the data base ), the case of the characters in the answer is not important. 
4. numeric-The numeric data type is used when the user needs to respond with a 
number that will be used in a subsequent mathematical of logical operation. If 
the number need not be used in one of these operations , it could just as easily 
be assigned as a string variable. 
Subsequent versions of Level5 include t he fact types of time and interval but since 
this system was developed using version 1.0 these fact types will not be covered. 
4. 2 C F and C ONF Statem ents 
Level5 has two different methods of handling uncertainty. These are the CO -
FIDENCE (CONF) statement and the CF statement . The way that Level5 handles 
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these two types of confidence is somewhat different. The CF statement will be ex-
amined first, then the CONF statement. 
Before thi s i t will be necessary to explain t he term OR-class as it is referred to in 
the PRL language. The OR-class of a fact consists of all the rules that can conclude 
that fact via a T HEN, A ID, or ELSE PRL statement [15]. Rules in the same OR-
class are evaluated following the order in which they appear in the knowledge base 
unless they have confidence factors in the conclusion of each rule. In this case, the 
rules are pursued in order of highest confidence value (CF) . If all members of a fact's 
OR-class are considered and a conclusion cannot be reached, the conclusion is set to 
false if the fact is a simple fact . If the fact type is attribute value any values not 
assigned are set to false. C'Fs can only be used in the conclusion portion of a rule or 
in conjunction with an INIT or REI IT statement, which are two statements used 
to initialize a fact's value after the knowledge base has chained to another program. 
The CONF statement is a confidence assignment operator that can be used 
from within t he antecedent portion of a rule. Two examples of the use of the CON F 
statement wo uld be: 
SIMPLEFACT fact type: 
RULE A 
IF facta 
THEN factb 
AND CONF (factc ) 80 
This would set the confidence value of fact c to 80 . 
ATTRIB UTE-VALUE fact type: 
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AND CONF (valve operator maintenance IS motor 
replaced) := 75 
This wo uld set t he confidence of motor replaced to 7.j. 
The CONF statement is treated differently from the CF statement. For example, 
in the following rule using the CF statement if the user answers false when queried 
about facta, then factb is set to false. t hi s is true because in thi s case of a single rule 
the rule it self is a member of factb 's O R-class of rules . 
RULE A 
IF facta 
THEN conclusion CF 100 
AND factb 
Now consider two miniature knowledge bases , or KBs. One without t he CONF 
statement, and one including it . 
1. conclusion example 1 
RULE A 
IF fact a 
THEN conclusion example 1 
AND factb 
RULE B 
IF factb 
THEN conclusion example 1 
END 
In this case, if the user answers false to facta , no further conclusions can be 
reached and factb 's value is false. Now consider a second KB t hat is nearly identical . 
except that it uses the COI'!F statement : 
1 . conclusion example 2 
RULE A 
IF facta 
THEN conclusion example 2 
AND CONF ( factb ) : = 100 
RULE B 
IF factb 
THEN c onclusion example 2 
END 
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In this case if the user responds with false when queried for facta"s value factb 
remains uninitialized (see Sec tion 4 .. 5 fo llowing) because the C'O:.J'F assignment does 
not include the rule in the assigned fact 's O R-class of rules. This is because factb is 
not concluded in t hat rule by a T H E , AND , or ELSE statement alo ne but rat he r 
by a.n A D C'ONF (factb) statement. The user wi ll then also be queri ed for factb's 
value when RCLE B is fired . 
4.3 C alling External Programs 
Level.5 also has the useful abili ty to call external programs from within the 
knowledge base itself. This fea t ure a llows LevelS to call programs in the Fortran or 
C languages, for example . T hrough Fortran, Level.5 can perform complex arit hmet ical 
functions or use dBase III data files to recover valve information. The fi rst feature 
was used when incorporating the Myc in-like C' Fs into the expert sys tem. 
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4.4 Paramete r Passing Routine 
In order to pass parameters between a Fortran program and Level.5, an interme-
diate parameter-passing routine named ASCIIPRM must be used (see Appendix A). 
ASCIIPRM has routines for passing character, numeric, and logical data between 
Fortran and Level5. ASC'IIPRM must be linked with any Fortran program that 
passes parameters to the Level5 program or receives parameters from Level5 . 
Level.5 has the ability to call on any external programs with a .BAT, .COM 
or .EXE file designation in order to perform mathematical or data base functions 
or any other tasks the developer believes would be more conveniently handled by 
a program external to Level5. These programs are called using t he ACTIVATE 
command followed by the name and the full path name of the desired program if the 
external program is not in the same directory as the PRL program. For example, if 
the program to be called is called PAR 1TEST, a sample rule calling this program 
would look something like the following: 
RULE For testing parameter passing 
I F Outputs displayed 
AND ACTIVATE c:\ternp\PARMTEST.EXE 
DISK c:\ternp\PARAM.DAT 
SEND Real out 
SEND Integer out 
SEND String out 
SEND Character out 
SEND Boolean out 
RETURN Real in 
RETURN Integer in 
RETURN String in 
RETURN Character in 
RETURN Boolean in 
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THEN Parameter test 
AND DISPLAY Input parameter s 
The DISK command identifies the disk file name where the knowledge base and 
the external programs exchange ASCII information . The SEND command designates 
the variables the knowledge base sends to the external program. The RETUR>J" com-
mand requests the values to be returned to the knowledge base from the external 
program. The ACTIVATE command also allows a program to be star ted by the ex-
ternal program activated by the knowledge base. This is done using the COMMA D 
function. For example the line: 
AND ACTIVATE c:\ternp \ PARMTEST.EXE COMMAND example 
instructs the external program to activate the program example. Any .BAT, .COM 
or .EXE file can be called in this way. 
The knowledge base will write the out-going data into the disk file des ignated 
by the DISK command using the standard ASCII format whi ch is as follows : 
Line 1: number of parameters to be sent or received in the file. 
• "C" in column one for each line of character data wit h a space between the "C" 
and the data 
• "N" in column one for each item of numeric data with a space between the "N" 
and the data . 
• "L" in column one for each item of logical (true or false ) data with a space 
between the "L" and t he data. 
The correspondence be tween PRL fact types and external fact types is glven 
be low: 
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Table 4.1: Correspondence between ASCII and PRL 
data types [14]. 
External Fact Type 
boolean 
real 
st ring 
character 
PRL Fact Type 
SIMPLEFACT or ATTRIBUTE 
NUMERIC 
STRING 
STRING 
It may seem strange t hat Level5 t ransfers t he value of an ATTRIBUTE value 
fac t as true or fal se. I t does this because when an a ttribut e value is sent to an external 
program, Level.5 looks up the attribute 's confidence value and compares it with the 
value' s associated THRESHOLD statement. If the value has a CF greater t han or 
equal to the threshold, then a value of true is sent to the external program; otherwise 
a false value is sent. Conversely, when an external program returns a boolean fact 
type, it is assigned a CF of 100 if t he boolean is true, or a CF of 0 if the boolean is 
fal se. 
The Level.5 knowledge base must receive any data from external programs in the 
same format, and in the same order in which they are requested in t he RETURN 
statement by the knowledge base. This is because values are sent and ret urned in the 
order they are declared in the knowledge base. As a result the names of the variables 
in the external programs do not have to match the names in the knowledge base, 
but the corresponding data types must be the same bet.ween Level.5 and the external 
program. 
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4.5 Level5 and Mycin Confiden ce Factors Compare d 
Level5 uses a different approach to confidence factors than Mycin. In the Level5 
system, confidence factors range from 0 to 100 with the exceptions noted below. If 
the CF of a fact is not known at a given point in time it is assigned a value of -1. 
This can happen as a result of three conditions. These are: 
1. If the CF is part of a rule that has not yet been active . 
2. It was not initi alized. 
3. It s value has not. been received from an external program . 
Finally, if the state of the variable is unknown the CF is assigned a value of - 2. 
This occurs if t he user responds by pressing the UNK t key when queried fo r the CF 
[15]. 
This is in contrast to the Mycin method, where values range between - 1 and 1. 
with confoming evidence ranging between 0 and 1 while disconfirming evidence ranges 
between 0 and - 1. Actually, the measure of disbelief ( l\ID ) has a value between 0 
and 1, but acts as a negat ive number because of t he formula for confidence facto rs 
in Mycin (see Equation 3.14 ). 
The major difference however, 1s that under the Level.S sys tem decreases m 
confidence are not possible. As pointed out in Section 4.2 confidence facto rs rn 
Level5 are assigned on the basis of whichever rule concluding a g1 ven fact has the 
higher CF. 
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5. OTHER METHODS FOR DETERMIN IN G CON FIDENCE 
5.1 Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic was pioneered by Lotfi A. Zadeh (among others) and was introduced 
to the world at large in hi s famous 1973 paper "Outline of a New Approach to the 
Analysis of Complex Systems and Decision Processes., ~ 16 ] . Zadeh 's intention was 
to introduce a system of logic that would allow the modeling of systems t hat were 
generally considered to be too complicated for accurate modeling using conventional 
mathematical techniques. This is stated succinc tly by the principle of incom-
patibility which says that as the complexity of a system increases . our ability to 
make precise and significant statements about its behavior diminishes [16]. Zadeh 's 
original concept was to apply the techniques of fuzzy logic to some of the "softer" 
sciences such as sociology, politics, and economics. where the rigorous mathematical 
techniques that serve physics and engineering so well have largely failed due to the 
much greater complexity and, at the same time, vagueness inherent in these sciences . 
Because fuzzy logic employs linguistic variables in the form of IF-THEN rules, it is 
classed under the heading of artificial intelligence. 
Fuzzy logic differs from conventional logic t heory mainly because an element of 
a fuzzy logic set can have partial membership in a set, i.e., it need not be completely 
"in" a set . A degree of membership is generally characterized by a number between 
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zero and one, depending on how confident the developer is that a given value fits a 
certain description. Systems using fuzzy logic do not need to explicitly specify the 
relationships between every single input and output vari able via differential equations 
or other mathematical relationships. 
Fuzzy logic presents an interesting use relating to confidence factors in expert 
systems. Instead of asking the users of the system to input their confidence in a fact 
as a precise number, they could instead choose from a list of terms such as ''positive", 
"fairly certain", etc. These linguistic variables could then be mapped onto an array 
of values similar to Equation .5.21 in Section .5.1.2. This would avoid having the users 
input their confidence in a fact, leaving it the job of the expert sys tem developer 
to assign the vario us confidence values . This would make the expert system more 
transparent to the end use r. 
5.1. 1 Fuzzy Log ic Rules 
The rules of fuzzy logic have a certain resemblance to Boolean algebra, upon 
which they are based. However, t here is an important difference; namely, t hat the 
values of the variables are not st rictly limited to on/ off or + /- values. T his is in 
keeping with the fact mentioned earlier which stated that a variable can be partially 
in a set without being completely in it. The set of all the possible values a fuzzy 
variable can take on is referred to as a "universe of discourse" denoted by the symbol 
·'U". Each member is given a value, usually between zero and one, indicating its 
degree of membership in the set. Thus the expression: 
u = 1/ 1 + 0.8/ 2 + 0.5/ 3 ( 5.1 ) 
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states that the set member 1 is completely in the set, the member 2 is 80% in 
the set, and so on. A typical rule in a fuzzy logic cont roller might look like: ·'IF x is 
small THEN y is very large." where small is defined as : 
Small = 0 .. 5/ 0.4 + 0.7 / 0 .. 5 T 1/ 0.6 + 0.7 / 0.7 J- Q .. 5/ 0.8 ( .5. 2) 
Thus if x were 0.6 it would have a 100% membership in sm a ll , and correspond-
ingly y would be 100% ·'very large" . If x was not 100% small then y would not be 
100% very large but would have partial membership in that particular set . Gener-
ally, there would be no change in the value of very large until a certain threshold 
value was reached [16]. 
A fuzzy relation. denoted by R , is defined by the expression: 
R = j mR( .r ,y) / (x,y) 
X x Y 
( .5 .3) 
where the degree of membership is given by the numerator and the denominator 
characterizes the combinations between the members of the sets X and Y. For 
example, if 
_y = {a , b} ( .5.4 ) 
Y = {c, d} (.5 . .S ) 
then if a fuzzy relation be tween the members of X and Y called "relat ionship" was 
defined it might look like: 
r elationship = 0.9 / (a,c) T 0.7/ (a,d) + 0.3 / (b, c) + 0.2 / (b,d) (.S .6) 
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Alternatively, if R is a relation from X to Y , and Sis a relation from Y to Z. 
then the composition of R and S is defined to be: 
R o S= J V(µR(x,y) /\ 115(y,::)) / (x,:: ) 
X x Z 
where V is the max function and '\ is the min function defined such that: 
{ 
ab a Vb = 
if a ~ b 
if b " a 
{ 
ab a /\ b = 
if a b 
if b < a 
As an example of the max function, conside r t he matrices defined below: 
[ 
o.3 o. ] [ o .. 5 o.9 j [ o.32 o. ] 
0.6 0 .9 0.4 1.0 0.36 0.9 
(.5 .7) 
( .5. ) 
( .j. 9) 
(.5 .10 ) 
The matrix products would be taken in the normal way by mul t iplying the 
corresponding row entry by the appropriate column entry but instead of adding the 
products to get the resulting final matrix entry, the maximum of the two products 
formed for each entry is used, for example: 
entry(l. l ) = (0.3 )( 0.5) -r (0. )( 0.4) = 0.1.5 -L- 0.32 - 0.32 ( .5 .11) 
entry(2, 1) = (0.6)(0.5) -r (0.9)(0.4) = 0.3 + 0 .36 - 0 .36 (.5 .12) 
and so on. Some other important relations are defined in Table .5.1. 
.so 
Table .S.1: Fuzzy mathematical relations 
• A = (1 - m(y)) / y 
A + B = (mA(Y) V mB(y)) / y 
A n B = (m A(y ) f\ m B (y)) / y 
AB = mA(y)m3 (y) / y 
CON( .4 ) = A2 
DIL(A) = A0.5 
A.l.25 
A0.75 
compliment (not) 
logical or / union 
logical and/ intersect 
product 
concentration or very 
dilation 
plus A 
minus A 
As an example of some of these rules, consider a universe of di scourse defined 
as: 
then 
while 
[T = 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + 10 and, 
y Q.4/ 1 T Q.7 / 2 + Q.6 / 3 T Q.2 / 6 
0.5 / 1 - 0.4 / 2 + 1/ .5 - 1/ 4 
X and Y = 0.5/ 1 + 0.7 / 2 + 0.6 / 3 + 1/ 4 + 1/.5 + 0.2 / 6 , 
X or Y = 0.4/ 1 + 0.4 / 2 
(.5.13) 
( .5 .14) 
( .5.15) 
(.5 .16 ) 
( .5.17 ) 
As an example of evaluating a linguisti c expression according to the fuzzy logic 
rules, consider the expression not very small or. as it can also be writ ten • (very 
small ) where we will define. sm all as being: 
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small = 1/ 1 + 0. / 2 + 0.6/ 3 , 0.4 /4, 0.2/ 5 ( .S . l ) 
then very small would be: 
ve ry small = 1/ 1 + 0.64 / 2 ..L 0.36 / 3 + 0.16 / 4 + 0.04/ .5 (5.19 ) 
where the degrees of membership have been squared as per the definition given above. 
Finally, 
--, ve ry small = ( 1 - 1 )/ 1 - ( 1 - 0.64 ) / 2 - ( 1 - 0.36 ) / 3 - ( 1 - 0.16 ) 4 - ( 1 - 0.04 )/ 5 
(.5.20 ) 
Problems can sometimes arise 1n fuzzy cont rol systems when the final cont rol 
acti~rn must be chosen. The output of any fuzzy algo ri thm is a fuzzy set itself, and so 
rnrious grades of membership are assigned to the members of thi s fuzzy et. There 
are two methods of determining the appropriate "defuzzified" output to be sent to 
the controller. If one of the members has a degree of membershi p in excess of the 
others then no problem occurs.and its value is sent to the controller. but if there are 
two values that have a. nearly identical degree of membership (or if all values have the 
same degree of membership. and a " plateau" occurs), t hen t he appropriate control 
action must somehow be chosen from among them, and the other met hod is chosen . 
In this method . the "'center of mass '' or weighted average of the individual values is 
taken . 
5. 1.2 Examples of Successful Fuzzy Controlle r s 
Mamdani and Assilian [17] have implemented a n inte rest ing application of a 
fuzzy logic controller. Their pape r desc ri bes a device designed to control a steam 
engine and boiler combina tion. T he cont roller used two algorit hms to govern t he 
system: one to res pond to the heat change of the steam . t he other to re pond to 
changes in the th ro ttle position at t he inp ut to the engine. T he team engine and 
boiler combination had two inputs (heat input to the boiler and throttle opening at 
the input of the engine cylinde r ). a nd two outputs (steam p ressu re in the boiler and 
t he speed of the engine ). The fuzzy controlle r used six fuzzy variables to accomplish 
its task. These were: 
l. P E = Pressure error or differe nce between present rnl ue of pressure a nd the set 
point . 
2. SE = Speed error or difference between present value of sp eed and the et point. 
3. C' PE = Delta P E or difference between P E at time t and t - l. 
4. C'SE = Delta SE or difference between pre ent SE and SE at t - l. 
.J . HC = Heat change . 
6. T C = T h rottle cha nge. 
T hese varia bles could each take on seven values correspondi ng to varying mem-
bershi p in seven fuzzy su bsets . These subsets ranged from PB (Positive Big ) to NB 
(. egative Big ). T he res ults of the fuzzy controller were compared to those obtained 
using a fixed digi tal controller (see Figure .5 .1. p. 60). 
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The results seem to indicate be t ter performance by the fuzzy controller as shown 
by the overshoot evidenced by the digital controller in the one case, and the relatively 
long time it took to reach the set point in comparison to the fuzzy controller in the 
other. The fuzzy controller worked so well that the original idea of designing a 
learning fuzzy controller was discarded as being unnecessary. 
Feeley and Johnson [18] have demonst rated an interesting application of a fuzzy 
logic controller to a pressurized water reactor. The reactor was modeled using a set 
of nine non-linear coupled differential equations. The nine state variables included 
in their analysis were: 
1. Neutron density. 
2. One group of delayed ne utrons. 
3. Control rod position. 
4. Fuel pin temperature. 
5. Hot leg temperature. 
6. Cold leg temperature. 
7. Steam generator sat uration temperature. 
8. Steam flow control valve position. 
9. Turbine speed. 
The two controller output (plant input ) variables were t he voltages applied to 
the control rod and steam flow control valve actuators. The controller input (plant 
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output) variables were average primary coolant temperature and turbine speed. The 
power removed through the turbine was treated as a controller disturbance input. 
In this case, each input or outpu t was converted into one of five states ranging from 
"positive big" to "negative big". The controller used two relational matrices (R 's); 
one for the control rod actuator signal and one for the steam fl.ow valve signal. The 
output variables were defuzzified using a center of area (mass) technique. Figures .5 .2 
and .5 .3 (pp. 61-62) how that the controller responded quite well to changes in the 
set point. Figure .5 .2 shows the controllers response to a set point change in Tav of 
plus and minus five degrees, while the turbine speed t was held constant . Figure .5 .3 
hows the controller response to simultaneous Ta v and St set point changes, and 
again the response was good. Figure .5.4 ( p. 63) illust rates the disturbance rejection 
capabilities of the controller as the turbine load was varied between +/-2.5 :.\IW. 
As hown. the controller was able to maintain Tal' to within one degree and t to 
within one rev ./ sec. 
Raglans-Ribas [19] has implemented a fuzzy controller to perform small power 
level changes in a nuclear reactor . The controller uti li zed for this purpose had two 
input variables: 
1. D E:.\'1 - Delta power, or difference between power demanded and actual power. 
2. C'HE - Rate of change of power level. 
and one output variable. CONR - Reactivity inserted by the controller. 
The fuzzy set for power difference had fi ve members from big positive to big 
negative. The se ts for control reactivity and change of power were divided into five 
and three sets. respectively. Each fuzzy set was divided into seven categories from 
negative to positive three, and the degrees of membership fo r each of t he fuzzy sets 
were assigned on that basis . For example. the fuzzy set for power difference, DE:VI. 
would look like: 
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
BIP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 o. 1.0 
SMP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.0 o .. 5 0.1 
( .5 .2 1) 
ZER 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 
SMN 0.1 o .. 5 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BIN 1.0 o. 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t hus if an input had a fuzzified Yal ue of 2. it s member hip in B IP (Big P o itive ) would 
be 0 .. its membership in SMP (S mall Positive ) would be 0 .. 5 and so on . 
T he fuzzified values to be used in t he linguistic cont.roller were determined (fo r 
the case of power difference ) by exp ressing the DE:YI change as a percen tage of the 
original power. A unit of DE:!.I wou ld then be O.l o/c of t he power differe nce . for 
example. T he overall performance of this controller seemed to be very good . with 
rapid approaches to the set point being common. Only very small over- or under-
shoots were experien ced. The only problem seemed to be in t he fact t hat once the 
final power was inside of a cer tain percentage of its final val ue. t he cont ro ller would 
allow it too ciliate in a ·'dead band " . This was becau e the power was so close to its 
final value t hat the controller de te rmined that no further control action was required . 
The assignment of fu zz ified values to th; controller via the fuzzy algorithm was not 
fine enough to di stinguish any difference in values a t t he output. This could easily 
be remedied by fur ther "quantizing .. the possible fuzzy output values . however. 
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5 .1.3 Expe rt System s Uses of Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic presents a unique opportunity to model systems that are either too 
complex or too tedious to model using conventional mathematical techniques. By us-
ing a series of fairly simple rules, fu zzy logic permits t he construct ion of linguisticaUy-
based rules of an IF-THEN format. As not ed in Section .5.1 this makes expert systems 
easier for the average person to use. 
The vari ous control systems implemented using fuzzy algorithms have proven 
both it s usefulness and effectiveness as a ys tems controller. In fact. fuzzy controlle rs 
seem to be quite robust. in many cases out - performing their digital counterpart . I n 
the fu t ure, we will no doubt begin to see fuzzy logic applied to the more e oteric 
sciences s uch as economics and psychology as wel l. 
5.2 D e mps t er-Sh afer B elief Calculus 
The Dempster-Shafer belief calculus is another method of finding confidence 
factors . It was not used within thi expert system: however because it offer an 
interesting alternative to C'Fs . it will be covered briefly here. A suggestion fo r future 
work would be to compare the Dempster- 'hafer method for determining confidence 
factors with the ~1ycin method to see if there are any significant differences. 
5.2.1 D empster-Shafer Calc ulus Co rnpared to Baysia n Statistics 
Dempster-S hafer calculus is similar to Baysian stati stics in that bot h assign a 
number between zero and one to reflect the degree of belief in a fact o r conclusion . 
However , it is different from conventional probability theory in that the belief in a n 
event occurring P( .4.) plus the belief in a n event not occurring P( A ) need not sum 
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to one. In fact, the belief in both may be zero. For example, an expert may ass ign a 
belief of ze ro to .. val ve packing is too tight" while simultaneously assigning a value of 
zero to his belief that it is not too tight because the evidence to d ate is inconclusive. 
Section .5 .2.2 will show how Dempste r-Shafer calculus handles a state of ignorance in 
a sit uation . 
5. 2.2 The B elie f Function 
In Dempster-Shafer calculus . the developer begins with a set of possible events 
here denoted by £. Supp ose our et of po ible e\·ent s includes three element s a in 
[20 . . The set is denoted by: 
E = {B , J,S} (.5.22) 
The belief function is not. defined over this set. It is defined over the power set 
of E , which is defined as the set consisting of a ll the ubsets of E and is denoted by 
2E. T his se t contai ns t he following elements: 
2E = {0 . { B} . {J } ,{ ~ }. { B.J},{ B ,5 }. {J, }. {B.J. }} (5 .23) 
\\'here 0 is the empty set. 
T he belief function maps the p ower set of events into the range :0.1]. The 
notation fo r the belief function is: 
Bel : 2E - [O, l ] ( .5.24) 
The belief function m ust al so sa tisfy the following three condi tions: 
Bel((/) ) 
B el( E) 
0 
1 
.s 
B el ( .4.1 L., ... L., An ) > L Bel ( A. i ) - L B el ( Ai n A j ) + ... 
i < j 
+( - l)n - l B el(A1 'I ... I' .--lJ 
( .s.2.s) 
( .S.26) 
( 5.27) 
The third condition provides a constraint over building up a belief for a et of 
events. As an example, suppose that belief values were assigned to B and S . The 
third condition simply states: 
B el({ B} ) + B el({S}) ~ B el({ B. S}) (.S .28) 
or. in other words. the belief that the sy mptom is in the set { B. ~ } can be no less 
than the sums of the individual beliefs. 
A belief function that rep resents a state of ignorance is giYen by: 
{ 
0 if A =J 
B el(A) = 
1 if A. = E 
(.5 .29) 
This is referred to as a vacuous belief function. It indicates that while it is 
known that the correct answer is somewhere in the total set of possibilities, there 
is no imilar belief regarding any of the subsets of the total set. The vacuous belief 
function allows a di stinction to be made between lack of belief (o r ignorance) and 
di sbelief. 
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5.2.3 Probability Masses 
Dempster-Shafer belief calculus does not ask the user to assign values to belief 
functions over a set of alternatives , because this would require t he user to constantly 
keep in mind the const raints of Equations .5.2.S through .5.27 . Instead, these values 
a re built from basic probability assignments that can be determined by t he user [20]. 
:\ basic probability assignment, m . is like a belief function in that it maps the 
power set of the set of alternatives into the range [O, l ]. It is different, however. 
because t he only requirements fo r t he basic probability assignment are: 
m(0) 
L m( A) 
Ac S 
0 
1 
(.5.30 ) 
( .).31 ) 
The fir st condi tion states that no probability a signment should be made to the 
empty set while the second states that the sum of all the assignments over all t he 
subsets equals one. m is sometimes referred to as t he probability mass of subset A. 
The relationship between the probability masses assigned to the subsets of the set of 
possible e\·ents and the belief value assigned to each subset is given by: 
B el ( A )= L m(B) 
Be A 
( 5.32) 
In other words. the belief in a subset A is the um of the probability mass m(B) 
assigned to a ll proper subsets B of .-L 
As an example of the uses of probabili ty m asses in the determination of belief 
values, suppose the probability masses listed in Table .5 .2 have been assigned by the 
use r. 
QJ 
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::J 
Vl 
Vl 
Q) ..... 
0... 
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Figure .5. 1: Comparison Between a Fuzzy and Digital Controller for a Sleam Engine. 
(Digital controller: x ,D . Fuzzy controller: 0 ) 
Table .5.2: 
Event 
{B} 
{J} 
{S} 
{B ,J } 
{B ,S} 
{J,S} 
{B,J ,S } 
Example of assignment of probability masses 
Mass 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.1 
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Figure 5.2: Response of a Fuzzy Nuclear Power P lant Cont rolle r to a Change tn 
Setpoint Tau 
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Figure 5.3: Response of a. Fuzzy Nuclear Power Plant Controller to Simultaneous 
C hanges in Tau and St 
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Figure .S.4: Rejection of Turbine Load Disturbance by a Fuzzy Nuclear Power Plant 
Controller 
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The probability mass is not the same as probability because it is known, for 
example, t hat the probability that one of the alternatives { B , J , 5} is true is one but 
the probability mass assig ned to {B, J, 5} is only 0.1. Also note that the sum of the 
probability masses is one as required by Equation 5.31. The probability masses can 
be used directly to determine that the degree of belief in B is 0.1, in J is 0.2 and in 5 
is 0.1 because these three sets have no subsets. But if the degree of belief in { B. J} 
is required then Equation .5.32 must be used so that: 
B el({B,J} ) = m({B}) , m({J}) + m({B,J}) = 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.1 = 0.4 ( 5.33) 
Using Equation .5.32 the se t of belief values is given in Table 5.3. 
Table .5.3: Probability masses and corresponding belief functions 
A {B} {J} {S} {BJ} {BS} {JS} {BJS} 
m( A) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 
Bel( A) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 1.0 
5.2.4 D empster 's Rule 
Dempster 's rule allows several combined belief functions to form a new single 
belief function. In order to use Dempster' s rule , the user must have two or more 
belief functions defi ned over the same set of possible events but based on different 
evidence. T hese differing belief funct ions could represent the set of valve problems 
based on different sets of symptoms, for example. 
If we refer to one set of symptoms as A and another set of symptoms as B , then 
Dempster 's rule is written as [20]: 
6.5 
Note: ~Ai nBj =0 m1( Ai)m2( Bj) < 1 
( 5.34) 
Dempster's rule adds up the intersections of the probability masses for t he symp-
toms and normalizes t he result to produce a new probability mass . T he numerator 
represents the summation of the intersection of the probability masses for sets A. and 
B. The " B j = A" condition indicates that sets A and B are taken over the same set 
of symptoms. Note t he condi tion on Equation .5 .34. This term represents the amount 
of probability mass di stributed among subsets that have empty intersec tions. If thi s 
term equals one, it means t ha t the two subsets have not hi ng in common. This term 
is independent of the subset A and only needs to be determined once for a given A 
and B. 
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6. VALVE DIAGNOSIS AND MAINTENANCE PLANNING 
EXPERT SYSTEM 
6.1 Introduc tion 
This chapter describes an expert system being de,·eloped by the :foclear En-
gineering Department of Iowa State University in cooperation with the engineering 
staff of Duane Arnold Energy Center in Palo , Iowa. The purpose of the expert system 
is to assist the engineers in valve p roblem diagnosis and maintenance. The pur pose 
of this research i to demonstrate the applicability of expert ystem technology to 
nuclear power plant operation [21 ],[22]. As previou ly mentioned, the expert system 
tool Level5 is being used to develop the program. 
This chapte r p rovides a stat us report on the project and describes the features 
of the program. Following this is a description of the module added to allow incor-
poration of multiple-symptom cases using a ~Iycin-like C'F system. 
6.2 Va lve M aintenance Planning 
Valve maintenance planning at a complex installation like a nuclear power plant 
is a time-con urning task because of the large number of valves involved and the high 
level of q uali ty required. Valve maintenance planni ng typically involves the fo llowing 
steps: 
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l. Diagnosing the problem. 
2. Prescribing maintenance. and. 
3. Determining the factors which affect the maintenance task. 
The maintenance personnel must consult many sources to collect the information 
necessary for analyzing of the problem. These sources include the operations staff 
who reported the problem. a database that contains valve information. procedures 
and guides for determining maintenance requirements, parts inventory lists. and so 
on. The engineer must also coordinate the required maintenance with previously 
scheduled maintenance plans, testing requirement s, and plant operation schedules. 
The development of a sufficiently sophisticated knowledge-based system to assist in 
maintenance planning would result in a substantial t ime savings, chiefly by automat-
ing information gathering and routine decision making [l ]. 
6.3 Features of the Expert System 
The knowledge base currently has three main sub-systems. These are diagnosis. 
prescription of suggested maintenance. and maintenance planning. The e features 
are shown in Figure 6.1. 
There are four main modules in the valve maintenance program. IEVALVE.PRL 
is the main calling program. It asks the user whether valve maintenance planning. 
valve diagnosis. diagnosis and maintenace planning . batch testing. or database edit-
ing functions are required. It also retrieves information about the valve from the 
database. Depending on the user ·s answer IEVALVE.PRL chains to one of the other 
three programs. 
VALVE 
DIAGNOSIS 
MULTIPLE 
SYMPTOMS 
(MYCIN-TYPE 
CFs) 
IESYMPI 
SINGLE 
SYMPTOM 
(LEVELS CFs) 
IEVALVEI 
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VALVE 
MAINTENANCE 
PRESCRIPTION 
IEVALVE1 
VALVE 
MAINTENANCE 
PLANNING 
IEVALVE2 
Figure 6.1: Block Diagram of Valve MaintenaCtce Knowledge Base 
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IEVALVEl.PRL is the diagnosi s portion of the knov.dedge base. It contains 
twelve common valve symptoms for the valve operator and valve body. Based on 
the symptoms selected by the user , the system returns with a diagnosi s for each 
symptom. 
IEVA LVE2.PRL is the maintenance planning portion of t he knowledge base. 
It can be entered in either of two ways. If maintenance planning alone is selected 
from the main menu. the user is presented with three separate lists dealing with the 
valve body, valve operator, and motor control center. The user then selects which 
maintenance actions were performed. See Figures 6.2 through 6.4. The expert system 
returns with a C~IAR (Corrective .\Iaintenance Action Request ) form detailing which 
post-maintenance tests need to be performed (see F igure 6.11 in Section 6.4 ). 
If diagnosis and maintenance planning is elected then the expert system gener-
ates the C.\IAR fo rm based on the maintenance required to repair the problem based 
on its diagnosis. Currently. there are no diagnoses present for motor control center 
problems. so only maintenance planning alone can be done fo r it. not diagno is. 
IESY.\'1Pl.PRL is the portion of the program that takes multiple symptom diag-
noses into account. After the maintenance task and the valve ID have been entered, 
the user is asked whether single or multiple symptom diagnosis is required. If sin-
gle symptom diagnosis is selected. t he knowledge base chains to IEVALVEl.PRL. If 
multiple symptom diagnosis is chosen the knowledge base chains to IESYMP l.PRL. 
6.3.1 Diag nosis 
At the beginning of the session the user is asked which function is desired. and 
the ID number of the valve in question. If diagnosi s is chosen, the user is asked which 
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IEV/\LVE2 
Select all the maintenance activities performed on the motor control center 
Breaker was replaced or rewired 
Handswitch was replaced 
Power cable was replaced 
Afte r making your selections press f4 for DONE 
2 UNKN J STRT 4 DONE 6 WllY? B HEllU 9 HELP 10 EXIT 
Figure 6.2: Selection of Valve Body Maintenance Actions 
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IEV/\LVE2 
Select all the mainte n ance acti v i ties performed o n the val ve operator 
=-=• Valve operator was repla c ed 
Valve operator motor was replaced 
Torque switch was maintained (replaced, adjusted , rewired ) 
Limit switch was maintained (replaced , adjusted, rewired) 
Spring pack was reworked 
Torque bypass switch was maintained (replaced, adjusted, rewired ) 
Valve operator was lubricated 
Electrical wire maintenance was performed 
Replaced sealtite from operator to motor 
After making your selections press F4 for DOttE 
l PAGE 2 UNKN J STRT 4 DONE 6 1mY? 8 HENU 9 llELP 10 EXIT 
Figure 6.3: Selection of Valve Operator l\Iaintenance Actions 
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IEVALVE2 
!;elect all the maintenance activities performed on the valve body 
==~ Valve body was completely replaced 
Va l ve was disassembled so that the pressure seal was 
broken (bonnet removed) 
Valve packing was adjusted 
nepacklng was performed on the valve 
The body to bonnet gasket was replaced 
The valve seating surface was maintained 
The va l ve stem was maintained 
After making your selections press F~ f o r DOttE 
2 UNl<ll J STrtT 4 DOHE 6 1mY7 8 llEtlU 9 llELP 10 EXIT 
Figure 6.4: Selection o f Motor Control Center Maintenance Actions 
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part of the valve is malfunctioning and the symptoms exhibited by that part . The 
knowledge base will then tell the use r the probable cause of the malfunction and the 
steps necessary to correct the problem. \lore than one area of the valve and more 
than one symptom can be selected per session. The reader is referred to Section 6.4 
for an example sess ion with the expert sys tem under single-symptom conditions . 
. ote that under single-symptom conditions, there is a 100% confidence that a 
certain problem is being caused by a given symptom. Under the multiple-symptom 
case discussed in Section 6 .. 5 a given symptom can point to more than one possible 
diagnosis. Each diagnosis has varying degrees of confidence based on the symptoms 
present. 
6.3.2 M ainte n a nce P lanning 
After diagno is, the post-maintenance testing requirements can be determined. 
The user can select the valve body, the valve operator, the motor control center . or 
any combination of the three as possible areas to be maintained. The user then selects 
the maintenance to be performed and the knowledge base recommends which tests on 
the C:\1AR form must be performed to verify that the rnh·e operate correctly after 
the maintenance is completed. The fields describing radiation work permit (RWP ), 
primary containment ( pri cont), cleanliness control procedure ( CC P) and ~PRDS 
have recently been added . 
The user could also request combined diagnosis. prescription of maintenance. 
and determination of post-maintenance information. In this case, the expert sys-
tem automatically determines the areas to be repaired and the maintenance to be 
performed on the basis of the diagnosis it makes. 
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Finally, the batch test ing mode allows test case with known answers to be 
compared with a subsequent batch of result s. This allows the user to check the 
effects of changes on the knowledge base . 
6.3.2.1 Verification Testing The area of verification testing has recently 
been added to the program. Rules in the knowledge base now enable the use r to 
determine whether one of four so-called "VT'' tests need to be performed. The 
appropriate tests are determined on the basis of valve ize. whether welding has been 
performed, whether the valve has pressure- retaining bolting, etc. 
The program file IEVTTEST.PRL. which is incorporated in IEVALVE2.PRL, 
contains rules dealing with verification testi ng of motor-operated valves. These are 
additional tests t hat must be performed if maintenance is done on certain valves t hat 
have a diameter greater than one inch. There are four VT tests that may have to be 
performed. These are: 
1. VTl test- This is a visual inspection of the valve looking mainly for corrosion 
and damaged threads on the valve body. It is performed if t he valve has been 
di sassembled and if it has pressure-retaining bolting. This includes cases of 
valve replacement on either the valve body or operator. It also includes cases 
in which valve body maintenance includes repairing or replacing the seating 
urface. It is also required if the valve operator is replaced. 
2. VT2 hydro test- This test is done by pressuri zing the valve at a high pressure. It 
is done wheneve r welding has been performed that violates the valve 's pressure 
boundary. 
3. VT2 pressure test - This test is done by pressuri zing the valve at lower pressure 
than the VT l test. It is done whenever t he pressure boundary has been violated 
by something other than welding, such as vah·e di sassembly. 
4. VT3 test- This is a visual inspection looking for internal signs of cracks and 
corrosion as well as evidence of steam cuts, which occur when steam causes 
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erosion of the valve threads. It is required if the valve diameter is greater than 
four inches and the valve has been disassembled. 
The reader is referred to Appendix B for a li sting of the rules used to prescribe 
verification testing. 
6.4 Example Session 
The features of the expert system can best be illustrated by an example. lT pon 
entering the program, the u er is presented with a screen similar to Figure 6 .. 5 that 
asks which of t he functions shown there the user wishes to perform. 
Suppose the use r chooses to diagnose. presc ribe . and plan maintenance tasks 
a nd selects both the valve body and operator as the locations of the diagnosis to be 
made. See Figure 6.6. 
He would then select both by posit ioning the cursor next to '"valve operator,'' 
then next to ·'valve body. '' The use r could then select whi ch problems were present in 
each area.' For example, the user might indicate that there is a problem with both the 
valve operator and body and that the valve operator exhibits excessive handwheel 
effor t while the valve body may have both a binding valve stem and leakage between 
the valve disk and seating area. See Figures 6.7 and 6 .. The knowledge base would 
then recommend actions to correct these problems. See Figures 6.9 and 6.10 for the 
system's diagnosis. 
The system would then generate a form similar to that shown in Figure 6.11 to 
. 
aid in the completion of the C'MAR form. The form of the output was chosen to 
mimic that of the C'MAR report so the staff could more easily fill in the C~IAR from 
the print out. 
'i 6 
Valve Maintenanc e Planning Assistant 
elect your requ ired task: 
Determine maintenance planning i nf ormatio n f o r a val ve 
Diagnose problems and prescribe maintenanc e f o r a val ve 
~ Diagnose problems, prescribe maintenanc e, and determine 
maintenance planning informatio n f o r a va l v e 
Edit the valve data base 
Run the batch testing knowledge base 
Leave knowledge base 
2 UNKN J STRT 6 WHY? 8 HEtHJ 9 HP.LP 1 Q EX IT 
Figure 6.5: System Main Menu 
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1 EVi\LVEl 
Se lect all the valve systems whi c h con t a in the 
parts that ar e exhlbltlng prob l em sy mptoms 
valve body 
va l ve o perator 
i\f te r making your se l ectlorrs p ress f" f or DOll E 
2 UllKn J STRT " 001/E G Wll'i? 8 11EllU 9 llELP 10 EXIT 
Figure 6.6: Selection of Locations fo r Diag nosis 
18 
Valve Diagnosis Knowledge Base 
Se l ect all the probl e m symptoms ev i dent in 
the va l ve operator 
I=• Excessive handwheel effort 
Sta lled moto r 
Revers ing sta rter co n tacts fall to ope n 
Continued tripping o f overload r e lay 
Restriction in the movement o f the re ver sing starter 
The sea l tite betwee n the operator a nd motor l s broken 
~fte r ma king you r select ions press f1 fo r DONE 
2 UllKN J STRT '1 DOllE 6 WllY? 8 MENU 9 llELP 10 EXIT 
Figure 6.1: Selection of Val ve Body Sy mptoms 
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Val ve Diagnosis Knowledge Oilse 
Select all th<? pr:o b.lem symptoms evident in 
the valve body 
~ Exces s i ve handwheel ef f or:t 
Leakag e between val ve body a nd bo nnet ilrea 
Leakage thr:ough stuffing box a nd around stem 
Ther:e is no mo r:e packi ng adjustment left 
Val ve stem l s binding when ope r:ated 
Leakage between valve d i sc and sea t area 
~f ter: making your: se l ections pr:ess f4 f o r: DONE 
2 UlllHI J STRT 4 DONE 6 Wll'i? B llEllU 9 ll ELP 10 EXI T 
------------ ----~- - -------- ---
Figu re 6 .8: Select ion of Valve Operator Symptoms 
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I EVM .V El 
- !Yorn seating or foreign matter 0 11 t he seat has been 
diagnosed fr om the symptom of leakage between t he 
va l ve d isk and seat area . The maintenance act i on 
prescr lp t l on l s to c heck the seat for f ore i gn matter 
ond remove lt. If no foreign matter ls pr esent, the 
mol11tenonce prescription is to gr ind the seat. 
The glond nuts ha ve been diagnosed as helng either too 
tight or unevenly tightened fr o m the s ymptom of 
valve stem binding . The maintennnce act ion prescription 
is to adjust the gland nut s (pac king odjusted ) . 
2 COllT J S'rRT 6 HllV7 7 PntlT B Ml::UU 9 llELP 10 EX IT 
Figure 6.9: Diagnosis of Valve Body Symp toms 
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I EV/\LVEl 
- T l1 e stem !ins bee n tJlo g 11osed as 11 eedl11g l ubrlct1t l o 11 
s inc e tile lia11C..lwllee l ex ldbl ted excess i ve effort. 
2 CO ii'!' J STllT 6 HllY 7 7 Pltll'l' U l! Ellll 9 11 8LP l 'J EX IT 
Figure 6.10: Diagnosis of Valve Operator Symp toms 
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Valve Maintenance Planning K11owledge Base 
••• Valve llaintenanc e Planning rtesults ••• 
Valv e ID: 110 2000 P&ID: H-120 0-2 
QL: 1 
tagou t: 'f 
J &LL: 'i 
RWP: NOT REQ 
pri c ont : H 
req f o r S / U: 7 
heavy load: 11 
fire prot: N 
llPftDS: 'i 
CCP: 'f 
/\SMe : '{ 
EQ: 'i 
IHf : 
proc/l: 
proc #2: 
proc l J: 
post-maintenance requirement ----------------
BTC stroke c l ose test is required 
PIT position irtdlcatlon test ls required 
Class 2 System Functional Test ls required 
2 COtlT J STRT 6 Wll'i? 7 PRNT 9 HEllU 9 llELP 10 EXIT 
Figure 6. 11 : C o rrective Mainlen a nce Act io n Requesl (C MAR) form as Presc nle<l 
by the System 
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The current database includes app roximately 120 safety- related motor-operated 
\·alves (MOY' ). It includes the information li sted as well as other information nec-
essary to determine the appropriate post-maintenance tests: 
• The valve's P&ID coordinate which tells the location of the valve. 
• The valve ·s diameter in inches. 
• The valve's maximum stroke close time. 
• Whether the m l ve is in primary containment. 
• The rnlve type (although currently all valve types are IO or motor-operated). 
• The valve's in-service test ing (IST) class . 
• The normal position of the valve (open or closed). 
• \Vhether the vah·e is in a harsh environment. 
• Whether a radiation work permit is needed to work on the valve. 
6 .5 Incorporation of M ul tiple Symptom Diagnosis 
After entering the valve ID when requested by the sys tem, the use r is asked 
whether single symptom or multip le symptom diagnosis is required. Currently this 
option is available for the diagnose and prescribe maintenance menu se lection. If 
multiple-symptom diagnosis is chosen the knowledge base chains to CESY~IPl.PRL. 
The user is presented with a series of symptoms and asked whether they apply 
to the case at hand. Each symptom has a series of possibilities as to what could 
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be causinu the problem. If a symptom is totally unrelated to a gi \·en problem. then 
the problem is gi\·en a CF of zero for that particular ymptom. In a imilar fashion . 
a symptom could indicate to the sys tem developer that a certain prob lem is not 
likely. In thi s case, the likelihood of t he problem would be given a negative CF for 
t he given y m ptom. As an example, some typical rules from IESY:\IPl.PR L ( the 
multiple-symptom C F program ) are given below. 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
f or leaking packing 
leaking packing present 
leaking packing 
paktite:=-0 .90 
stembind:=O 
opencirc:=O 
ACTIVATE storcf . exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY leaking packing display 
FILE l eaking packing display 
NOT leaking packing 
paktite :=0.90 
stembind:=O 
opencirc:=O 
ACTIVATE storcf . exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY not leaking packing display 
FILE not leaking packing display 
for stalled mot or 
stalled motor present 
stalled motor 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DI SK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
paktit e :=0 .6 
st emb i nd : =0. 4 
openc irc: =O 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf . dat 
paktite 
stembind 
op enc i r e 
5 
DI SPLAY stalled motor display 
FILE sta l led mot or di spl ay 
NOT stalled mot or 
pakt ite :=-0. 6 
stembind :=-0 . 4 
openc irc: =O 
ACTI VATE storcf . exe 
cf .dat 
pakti t e 
st embind 
op enc i r e 
DISPLAY not stalled mot or display 
FILE not s tall ed mot or di splay 
The t\r t rule tates that there i a 90 o/c confidence that the packing i not too 
tight based o n the symptom of leaking packing. If leaking packing were not pre ent, 
t hen the rule s tates t hat there is a 903 confidence t hat the packing is too t igh t. 
'i milarly, the econd rule states that there is a 60~ confidence that the packing is 
too tiaht and a 403 confidence that the vah-e stem is binding based on the symptom 
of stalled motor. [f stalled motor is not present then the confidence value for packing 
too tight is -603 and the confidence value of b inding valve stem is -40% . 
Ba ed o n the two symptoms leaking packing an d stalled motor. the combined 
C' Fs ba ed on these two symptom would be: 
leaking packing = -0.T.J 
rnlve tern bindina = 0...J:O 
6 
open circu it = 0.00 
as disc ussed in Section 3.6. The zero CF on open circuit indicates t hat no conclusions 
can be reached regarding this problem based on t hese symptoms. 
The confidence factors presented in t he above rule and in the remainder of the 
know ledge base are fo r illustrative purposes only. Because of the time limit involved, 
and the difficulty sometimes presented in assigning meaningful confidence factors, 
the C F used in the IESY\ IPl knowledge base are for demonstrat i\·e purposes only 
and should not be construed as being accurate in a real- li fe situation. 
ee Appendix C' for a listing of the multiple-symptom knowledge base 
rESYMPl.PRL and the assoc iated Fortran programs which it calls . 
6 .6 C onclusions and Sugges tions fo r Future W o rk 
The expert system will show it s usefu lness in the time it will save in maintenance 
planning and diagnosis. Suggestions by t he Duane Arnold staff have helped to expand 
the scope of tests covered by the maintenance planning section and have improved 
the usability of the program. 
T he current system includes about 120 motor-operated safety-related rnlve . It 
can prescribe which post-maintenance tests need to be performed on the rnh·e based 
on the mai ntenance done on it. The system is also capable of diagnosi ng common 
problems with the valve body and operator. If t.he diagnosis function is selected, t he 
sys tem can prescribe the necessary pos t-maintenance tests based on its diagnosis of 
the problem. 
While t he maintenance section is the most developed at this time. future plans 
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should include expanding and refining the diagnosis section of the knowledge base. 
Work should also be done in expanding the number of ymptoms with associated 
problem C' Fs that are present in the multiple-symptom knowledge base, as well as 
determini ng accurate confidence factors for these cases . T he knowledge base, or one 
similar to it , could also be expanded to cover other component areas. 
As mentioned in C hapte r .5. wo rk could be clone studying the feasability of 
incorporati ng some sort of fuzzy logic or Dempster-S hafer method into a n expert 
system in order to compare it s result s to those of the present expert sys tem. 
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8. APPENDIX A. FORTRAN PARAMETER PASSING PROGRAM 
C********************************************************************** 
Program 
File Name 
Version 
Compiler 
Comments 
Fortran Library f or ASCII parameter passing to 
Levels 
ASCIIPRM. FOR 
1. 0 
IBM Fortran & PROFORT COMPILERS 
This is the library of Fortran subroutines that 
provide all the utilities f or passing parameter 
data between a Fortran program and LevelS. 
The file ASCIIPRM must be linked with the Fortran 
program as follows: 
link prog+ASCIIPRM ; 
These routines provide parameter passing via disk 
file . The following statements must be included 
in your main Fortran program prior to any routine 
calls in order to access the routines: 
Character* 20 FilNam 
Common / Param/ Iunit,NrnParm,NrnRead 
Common /CharC / FilNam 
Iunit = xx (unit number) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
where 
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FilNam = ' name ' (must be same name as in * 
the Level5 knowledge base ) * 
Iunit = unit number of parameter file 
FilNam = parameter file name (may include 
full DOS path) 
NmParm = # of parameters to be received 
(only of use to routines) 
NmRead = # parameters read so far 
(only o'f use to routines) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
Subroutine Messag (MessNo ) 
C********************************************************************** 
This r outine will display error messages related to 
the parameter passing 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common /Param/ Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC / FilNam 
If (MessNo . EQ. 0) then 
Write (*,* ) 'Parameter file empty ' 
Elseif (MessNo .EQ. 1) then 
Write (*,* ) 'I/O Error upon Read ' 
Elseif (MessNo .EQ. 2) then 
Write (*,* ) 'Attempted to read more parameters than passed ' 
Elseif (MessNo .EQ. 3) then 
Write (* ,* ) ' Parameter type mismatch ' 
Elseif (MessNo .EQ. 4 ) then 
Write (* ,* ) ' Character or Boolean not f ound' 
Endif 
Pause 
c 
c 
c 
Return 
End 
Subroutine OpenF 
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C********************************************************************** 
This routine opens access to a specified disk file expected 
to contain parameter data . Also the following variables are 
set : 
NmParrn 
NrnRead 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C*********************************************************** *********** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Integer*2 Iunit,NrnParrn,NrnRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Corrunon /Param/ Iunit,NrnParrn,NrnRead 
Corrunon / CharC/ FilNam 
NrnRead = 0 
Open ( Iunit,File=FilNarn) 
Read ( Iunit,*,End=500 ,Err=600) NrnParrn 
Return 
500 Call Messag (0) 
Return 
600 Call Messag ( 1) 
Return 
End 
Subroutine ResetF ( NrnRet r ) 
C********************************************************************** 
This r outine resets a disk- based parameter file t o the 
beginning of the file so that return data can be sent . The 
number of return parameters is also written at the t op of 
the file ( this is the r outine argument ) . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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C*********************************************************•************ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
901 
902 
903 
904 
Integer•4 form 
Integer•2 Iunit,NrnParm,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common /Par am/ I unit , NrnParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
Open ( Iunit,File=FilNam,Status= ' OLD' ) 
Close (Iunit , Status= 'DELETE ') 
Open ( Iunit , File=FilNam,Status= 'NEW ') 
If (NmRetr . LT. 10) then 
Assign 901 to f orm 
Elseif (NmRetr .LT. 100) then 
Assign 902 t o f orm 
Elseif (NmRetr . LT . 1000) then 
Assign 903 to f orm 
Else 
Assign 904 to f orm 
Endif 
Write (Iunit,form) 
Format 
Format 
Format 
Format 
Ret urn 
End 
(1X,I1 ) 
(1X,I2 ) 
(1X,I3) 
( 1X,I4) 
Subroutine CloseF 
NmRetr 
C********************************************************************** 
* 
This routine closes a disk-based parameter file . * 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
Integer•2 Iunit,NrnParm ,NmRead 
Character•20 FilNam 
Common /Param/ Iunit ,NrnParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
c 
c 
c 
Close (I unit) 
Return 
End 
Subroutine ReadI (Value) 
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C********************************************************************** 
* 
This routine reads an integer from the parameter data file. * 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
Integer*2 Value 
Character Type 
Integer*2 Iunit,NrnParrn,NrnRead 
Character*20 FilNarn 
Common / Pararn/ Iunit,NrnParrn,NrnRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNarn 
NrnRead = NrnRead + 1 
If (NrnRead . GT . NrnParrn) then 
Call Messag (2) 
Else 
.Read (Iunit,901,End=500,Err=600) Type 
If (Type .NE . 'N') then 
Call Messag (3) 
Else 
BackSpace Iunit 
Read ( Iunit,902,End=500, Err=600) Type,Rval 
Value = Int (Rval ) 
Endif 
Endif 
Return 
500 Call Messag (0) 
Return 
600 Call Messag ( 1) 
901 Format (A) 
902 Format (A ,F16 .7) 
Return 
End 
c 
c 
c 
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Subroutine ReadR (Value ) 
C********************************************************************** 
* 
C* This routine reads a real number from the parameter data file. * 
* 
C****************************************************************•***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Character Type 
Integer*2 Iunit,NrnParrn,NrnRead 
Character*20 FilNarn 
Common / Param/ Iunit,NrnParrn, NrnRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNarn 
NrnRead = NrnRead + 1 
If (NrnRead . GT. NrnParrn) then 
Call Messag ( 2) 
Else 
Read ( Iunit,901,End=500,Err=600 ) Type 
If (Type . NE. ' N' ) then 
Call Messag (3) 
Else 
BackSpace Iunit 
Read (Iunit,902,End=500, Err=600) Type, Value 
Endif 
Endif 
Return 
500 Call Messag (0) 
Return 
600 Call Messag ( 1) 
901 Format (A) 
902 Format (A, F16 . 7) 
Return 
End 
Subroutine ReadC (Value ) 
C********************************************************************** 
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This routine reads a character from the parameter data file. 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Character Value,Type 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm,NrnRead 
Character*20 FilNarn 
Common /Pararn/ Iunit,NmParm , NrnRead 
Common / CharC/ FilNarn 
NrnRead = NrnRead + 1 
If (NrnRead .GT. NrnParm) then 
Call Messag ( 2) 
Else 
Read (Iunit,901,End=500,Err=600) Type 
If (Type .NE. 'C') then 
Call Messag (3) 
Else 
Backspace I unit 
Read (Iunit,902,End=500,Err=600) Value 
If (Value . EQ . ' ') then 
Call Messag ( 4 ) 
Return 
Endif 
End if 
Endif 
Return 
500 Call Messag (0) 
Return 
600 Call Messag (1) 
901 Format ( A) 
902 Format (A2) 
Return 
End 
Subroutine ReadB (Value ) 
C************************************************** ******************** 
C* * 
9 
This routine reads a logical value from the parameter 
data file. 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
500 
600 
901 
902 
Character Cval,Type 
Logical Value 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common / Param/ Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Common / CharC/ FilNam 
NmRead = NmRead + 1 
If (NmRead .GT. NmParm) then 
Call Messag (2) 
Else 
Read ( Iunit,901,End=SOO ,Err=600) Type 
If (Type .NE. ' L' ) then 
Call Messag (3) 
Else 
BackSpace Iunit 
Read (Iunit,902,End=SOO ,Err=600) Cval 
If (Cval .EQ. ' ' ) then 
Call Messag (4 ) 
Else 
If (Cval .EQ. ' T') then 
Value = .TRUE . 
Else 
Value = .FALSE. 
Endif 
Endif 
Endif 
Endif 
Return 
Call Messag (0) 
Return 
Call Me ssag ( 1) 
Format (A) 
Format ( A2 ) 
Return 
End 
c 
c 
c 
Subroutine ReadS (Value ) 
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C********************************************************************** 
This routine reads a character string from the parameter 
data file . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
Character Type 
Character*60 Value 
Integer*2 Iunit, NmParrn, NrnRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common / Param/ Iunit, NmParrn , NrnRead 
Common / CharC/ FilNam 
NrnRead = NrnRead + 1 
If ( NrnRead .GT. NrnParrn) then 
Call Messag (2) 
Else 
Read ( Iunit,901,End=SOO ,Err=600) Type 
I f (Type .NE. ' C') t hen 
Call Messag (3 ) 
Else 
BackSpace Iunit 
Read ( Iunit,902,End=SOO ,Err=600) Value 
Endif 
Endif 
Return 
500 Call Messag (0) 
Return 
600 Call Messag ( 1) 
901 Format ( A) 
902 Format (A61 ) 
Return 
End 
Subroutine Writer (Value ) 
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c 
C********************************************************************** 
* 
This r outine writes an integer to the parameter data file. * 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Real Rval 
Integer*2 Value 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm, NmRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common / Param/ Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
Rval = Float (Value ) 
Write ( Iunit,991 ) Rval 
991 Format (' N ', E13 . 6 ) 
Return 
End 
Subr outine WriteR (Value ) 
C************************************************************* ********* 
This r outine writes a real number to the parameter data file . 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
Real Value 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm ,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common /Param/ Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
Write (Iunit,991 ) Value 
991 Format ( 'N ' ,E13.6 ) 
Return 
End 
Subr outine WriteB (Value) 
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c 
C********************************************************************** 
This routine writes a logical value to the parameter 
data file. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Logical Value 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNarn 
Common /Param/ Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
If (Value) then 
Write (Iunit, ' ( " L T") ') 
Else 
Write ( Iunit, '(' ' L F ' ')') 
End if 
Return 
End 
Subroutine Writes (Value) 
C********************************************************************** 
This routine writes a character string to the parameter 
data file . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
c 
Character*60 Value 
Integer*2 Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNarn 
Common /Param/ Iunit,NmParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
Write (Iunit, '(' 'C '' ,A60)') Value 
Return 
End 
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c 
Subroutine WriteC (Value) 
c 
C********************************************************************** 
This routine writes a character to the parameter data file. 
* 
* 
* 
C********************************************************************** 
c 
Character Value 
Integer*2 Iunit,NrnParm,NmRead 
Character*20 FilNam 
Common /Param/ Iunit,NrnParm,NmRead 
Common /CharC/ FilNam 
Write ( Iunit, '( ' ' C '',A)' ) Value 
Return 
End 
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9. APPENDIX B. PROGRAM LISTING FOR IEVTTEST.PRL 
Proaram IEVTTEST i called and compiled with program IEVAL\'E2. A men-
tioned in Chapter 6. this program checks the database to determine if the require-
ments are met to perform one or more of the following four \ 'T te t : the \iTl. VT2 
hydro. VT2 pressure or VT 3 test . The reader is referred to 'ec tio n 6.:3.2.1 fo r more 
detail s on these tests. 
TITLE IEVTTEST 
$ IEDECLAR . PRL 
1. VT tests examined 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
For if all VT test s exami ned 
VT1 test required tested 
VT2 hydro test required tested 
VT2 pressure test required tested 
VT3 test required tested 
VT test not required tested 
display option decided 
VT tests examined 
For assigning f ormat of displays 
VT test not required 
display option decided 
VT not di splay := VT exam not required 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
AND 
AND 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
AND 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
OR 
OR 
THEN 
ELSE 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
THEN 
ELSE 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
DISPLAY short 
display option decided 
DISPLAY long 
For no VT tests 
Valve size < 1 
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no VT tests at all are required 
VT test not required 
For no VT tests at all being required 
NOT VT1 test required 
NOT VT2 hydro test required 
NOT VT2 pressure test required 
NOT VT3 test required 
no VT tests at all are required 
For VT1 test 
Valve size >= 1 
valve has been disassembled 
valve has pressure retaining bolting 
VT1 test required 
For if valve has been disassembled for body selected 
Affected system for maintenance IS valve body 
valve body maintenance IS valve disassembled 
valve body maintenance IS maintained seating surface 
valve body maintenance IS valve replaced 
valve has been disassembled 
NOT valve has been disassembled 
For if valve has been disassembled for operator selected 
Affected system for maintenance IS valve operator 
valve operator maintenance IS operator replaced 
valve has been disassembled 
NOT valve has been disassembled 
For if valve has pressure retaining bolting 
Valve ID = "MO 4601" 
Valve ID = "MO 4627" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4602" 
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OR Valve ID = "MO 4628" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4629" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4630" 
THEN valve has pressure retaining bolting 
ELSE NOT valve has pressure retaining bolting 
RULE For VT2 hydrostatic test 
IF Valve size >= 1 
AND welding has been performed that violates pressure boundary 
THEN VT2 hydro test required 
RULE For VT2 pressure test 
IF Valve size >=1 
AND NOT VT2 hydro test required 
AND pressure boundary violated 
THEN VT2 pressure test required 
RULE For determining condition of pressure boundary 
IF welding has been performed that violates pressure boundary 
OR valve has been disassembled 
THEN pressure boundary violated 
RULE For if VT3 needed 
IF Valve ID = "MO 4601" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4627" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4602" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4628" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4441" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 4442" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 2312" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 2238" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 2239" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 2117" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 2137" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 1900" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 1901" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 1908" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 1909" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 2003" 
OR Valve ID = "MO 1905" 
OR Valve size > 4 
AND valve has been disassembled 
THEN VT3 test required 
ELSE NOT VT3 test required 
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RULE For assigning VT1 display #1 
IF VT1 test required 
THEN VT1 test required tested 
AND VT1 display := VT1 exam is required 
RULE For assigning VT1 display #2 
IF NOT VT1 test required 
THEN VT1 test required tested 
AND VT1 display -
RULE For assigning VT2 hydro display #1 
IF VT2 hydro test required 
THEN VT2 hydro test required tested 
AND VT2 hydro display := VT2 hydrostatic 
RULE For assigning VT2 hydro display #2 
IF NOT VT2 hydro test required 
THEN VT2 hydro test required tested 
AND VT2 hydro display -
RULE For assigning VT2 pressure display #1 
IF VT2 pressure test required 
THEN VT2 pressure test required tested 
AND VT2 pressure display : = VT2 pressure 
RULE For assigning VT2 pressure display #2 
IF NOT VT2 pressure test required 
THEN VT2 pressure test required tested 
AND VT2 pressure display -
RULE For assigning VT3 display #1 
IF VT3 test required 
THEN VT3 test required te s ted 
AND VT3 display := VT3 exam is required 
exam 1S required 
exam is required 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
DR 
THEN 
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For assigning VT3 display #2 
NOT VT3 test required 
VT3 test required tested 
VT3 display -
For assigning VT test not required tested 
VT test not required 
NOT VT test not required 
VT test not required tested 
TEXT References 
!TEXT valve has pressure retaining bolting 
!Does the valve have pressure retaining bolting? 
TEXT welding has been performed that violates pressure boundary 
Will welding been performed that violates the pressure boundary7 
DISPLAY References 
DISPLAY long 
The following VT exams are required: 
[VT1 display] 
[VT2 hydro display] 
[VT2 pressure display] 
[VT3 display] 
DISPLAY short 
The following VT exams are required: 
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[VT not di splay] 
END 
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10. APPENDIX C. PROGRAM LISTINGS FOR IESYMPl.PRL AN D 
ASSOCIATED FORTRAN PROGRAMS 
10.1 IESYMP.PRL 
The following program. IESYMPl.PRL, is the mam program for calculating 
multiple symptom confidence factors. The user is asked which symptoms are present 
in the valve operator and body. A C' F is assigned to all possible causes of problems 
in the valve operator and body. If a symptom does not point to a particular problem, 
the problem is assigned a C' F of zero. If a symptom indicates by its presence that a 
given problem is unlikely, then a negative CF is as igned. 
The set of possible problems is sent to a data file for each symptom present. 
Then the combined C'Fs for each possible problem based on the symptoms present 
are calculated in the Fortran program C'FC'ALC' and sent back to the knowledge base. 
TITLE IESYMP1 
!TITLE Valve Maintenance Planning Assistant 
!********************************************************************** 
Shared Parameters 
!********************************************************************** 
$ IESHARED .PRL 
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!********************************************************************** 
Data Type Declarations 
!********************************************************************** 
$ IEDECLAR.PRL 
!********************************************************************** 
Parameter Initialization Statements 
!********************************************************************** 
!NIT cf matrix values = "cfdata:dat" 
REIN IT cf matrix values "cf data. dat" 
!********************************************************************** 
Control Element Selectors 
!********************************************************************** 
GOALSELECT OFF 
$ IEMUL TI. PRL 
SUPPRESS ALL 
FILE cf data. dat 
!********************************************************************** 
Goal Outline 
!********************************************************************** 
1. Diagnose and prescribe for multiple symptoms 
!2. Diagnose prescribe and plan for multiple symptoms 
!********************************************************************** 
Knowledge Base Rules 
!********************************************************************** 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
AND 
AND 
THEN 
AND 
For starting diagnosis and prescription for multisymptom 
Major task IS valve diagnosis 
Diagnosis of multiple val've problems compl.ete 
final cf s displayed 
cf files are to be saved checked 
Diagnose and prescribe for multiple symptoms 
ACTIVATE delete.exe 
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AND FORGET Run mode 
AND FORGET Major task 
AND FORGET Affected system for maintenance 
AND FORGET valve body maintenance 
AND FORGET valve operator maintenance 
AND 
AND 
AND 
!AND 
FORGET motor control center maintenance 
FORGET Print item 
FORGET Batch test task 
CHAIN IEVALVE 
!************************************************************* 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
to check if cf file saving options looked at 
save the file 
NOT save the file 
cf files are to be saved checked 
for if user wants to save cf file 
save cf file option IS save file 
save the file 
ACTIVATE cfnfile.com 
param2 . dat 
cf matrix values 
for if user does not want to save cf file 
save cf file option IS dont save file 
NOT save the file 
!************************************************************* 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
to display final confidence factors 
diagnosis of multiple valve problems complete 
final cf s displayed 
DISPLAY final cf s 
!************************************************************ 
!RULE For starting diagnosis prescription and planning for 
multi sympt om 
!IF major task IS diagnosis and planning 
!AND 
!THEN 
!AND 
1 AND 
RULE 
Diagnosis of multiple valve problems complete 
Diagnose prescribe and plan for multiple symptoms 
DISPLAY documentation file notice 
CHAIN IEVALVE2 
for determining if diagnosis of multiple symptom problems 
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complete 
IF all valve body problems analyzed 
AND all valve operator problems analyzed 
THEN diagnosis of multiple valve problems complete 
AND ACTIVATE transpose.axe 
AND ACTIVATE cfcalc.exe 
DISK PARAM3.dat 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
AND 
THEN 
!AND 
RULE 
IF 
AND 
AND 
THEN 
!AND 
cf1 
cf2 
cf3 
for checking if all valve body problems considered 
leaking packing considered 
excessive handwheel effort body considered 
body symptomc considered 
all valve body problems analyzed 
DISPLAY body cons 
for checking if all valve operator problems considered 
stalled motor considered 
holding coil failed considered 
valve operator symptomc considered 
all valve operator problems analyzed 
DISPLAY operator cons 
!************************************************************ 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
to check if leaking packing checked 
leaking packing 
NOT leaking packing 
leaking packing considered 
to check if excessive handwheel effort body checked 
excessive handwheel effort body 
NOT excessive handwheel effort body 
excessive handwheel effort body considered 
to check if body symptomc checked 
body symptomc 
NOT body symptomc 
body symptomc considered 
!************************************************************ 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
for leaking packing 
leaking packing present 
leaking packing 
paktite:=-0.90 
stembind:=O 
opencirc:=O 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
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DISPLAY leaking packing display 
FILE leaking packing display 
NOT leaking packing 
paktite:=0.90 
stembind:=O 
opencir c: =O 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf. dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY not leaking packing display 
FILE not leaking packing display 
for excessive handwheel effort body 
excessive handwheel effort body present 
excessive handwheel effort body 
pakti te: =O 
stembind:=O 
opencirc:=O 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf. dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY excessive handwheel effort display 
FILE excessive handwheel effort display 
NOT excessive handwheel effort body 
paktite:=O 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
I F 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
stembind:=O 
openc i rc :=O 
ACTIVATE storcf .exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
sternbind 
opencirc 
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DISPLAY not excessive handwheel effort display 
FILE not excessive handwheel effort display 
f or body syrnptornc 
body syrnptornc present 
body syrnptornc 
paktite :=0. 45 
st ernbind: =0.56 
opencirc:=0 .67 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf .dat 
paktite 
sternbind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY syrnptornc display 
FILE syrnptornc display 
NOT body syrnpt ornc 
paktite:=-0.45 
sternbind:=-0.56 
opencirc : =-0.67 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf .dat 
paktite 
sternbind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY not syrnptornc display 
FILE not syrnptornc display 
and so on .... 
!************************************************************ 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
to che ck if stalled motor checked 
stalled motor 
NOT stalled motor 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
RULE 
IF 
OR 
THEN 
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stalled motor considered 
to check if holding coi l failed checked 
holding coi l failed 
NOT holding coil failed 
holding coil failed considered 
to check if operator symptomc checked 
operator symptomc 
NOT operator symptomc 
valve operator symptomc considered 
!************************************************************ 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
for stalled motor 
stalled motor present 
stalled motor 
paktite:=0.6 
stembind:=0. 4 
opencirc:=O 
ACT IVATE storcf.exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY stalled motor display 
FILE stalled motor display 
NOT stalled motor 
paktite:=- 0. 4 
stembind:=-0.6 
opencirc : =O 
ACTIVATE storcf .exe 
cf. dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY not stalled motor display 
FILE not stalled motor display 
for holding coil failed 
holding coil failed present 
holding coil failed 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
RULE 
IF 
THEN 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
ELSE 
AND 
AND 
AND 
AND 
paktite:=.25 
stembind:=O 
opencirc:=0.7 
ACTIVATE storcf . exe 
cf. dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
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DISPLAY holding coil failed display 
FILE holding coil failed display 
NOT holding coil failed 
paktite:=O 
stembind:=O 
opencirc :=-0 .7 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf. dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY not holding coil failed display 
FILE not holding coil failed display 
for operator symptomc 
operator symptomc present 
operator symptomc 
paktite:=0.10 
stembind:=0.20 
opencirc : =0 . 30 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
DISPLAY symptomc display 
FILE symptomc display 
NOT operator sympt omc 
paktite:=-0.10 
stembind:=-0.20 
opencirc:=-0.30 
ACTIVATE storcf.exe 
cf.dat 
paktite 
stembind 
opencirc 
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DISK 
SEND 
SEND 
SEND 
AND 
AND 
DISPLAY not symptomc display 
FILE not symptomc display 
and so on ... 
'************************* *********************************** 
DISPLAYS 
'************************************************************ 
TEXT leaking packing present 
Is the valve packing leaking? 
TEXT stalled motor present 
Is the valve motor stalled? 
TEXT excessive handwheel effort body present 
Does the handwheel require excessive effort to turn? 
TEXT body symptomc present 
Does the valve body exhibit symptomc? 
TEXT stalled motor present 
Is the valve motor stalled? 
TEXT holding coil failed present 
Has the holding coil failed? 
TEXT operator symptomc present 
Is operator symptomc present? 
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TEXT save cf file option 
Would you like to save the previous file of cf values? 
TEXT save file 
Yes 
TEXT dont save file 
No 
DISPLAY leaking packing display 
leaking packing 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stem cf=[stembind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY not leaking packing display 
not leaking packing 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stem cf=[stembind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY stalled motor display 
stalled motor 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stem cf=[stembind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY not stalled motor display 
not stalled motor 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stem cf=[stembind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY excessive handwheel effort display 
excessive handwheel effort body 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stem cf=[stembind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
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DISPLAY not excessive handwheel effort display 
not excessive handwheel effort body 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stern cf=[sternbind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY holding coil failed display 
holding coil failed 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stern cf=[sternbind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY not holding coil failed display 
not holding coil failed 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stern cf=[stembind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY syrnptornc display 
syrnptornc 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stern cf=[sternbind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
DISPLAY not syrnptornc display 
not syrnptornc 
packing too tight cf=[paktite] 
binding valve stern cf=[sternbind] 
open circuit cf=[opencirc] 
!DISPLAY body cons 
!All valve body problems considered. 
!DISPLAY operator cons 
!All valve operator problems considered. 
DISPLAY final cfs 
confidence that the cause is packing too tight=[cf1] 
confidence that the cause is binding valve stern=[cf2] 
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confidence that the cause is open circuit=[cf3] 
END 
10.2 STORCF.FOR 
This program receives the set of problem C' Fs associated with each symptom 
from IESYMPl.PRL . It writes each group of CFs into an array with each row con-
sisting of the CFs for each problem for a given symptom. It uses the procedures 
OPE~F, READR. and RESETF from AS C' IIPRM.FOR (see Appendix A). It also 
writes the dimensions of the array read from IESYMPl to a data file for use in subse-
quent programs. This program and all subsequent programs were written in stan dard 
Fortran 77 [23). 
c this program recieves the confidence factors from IESYMP1.PRL 
c and writes them into an array called CFMATRIX.DAT. It also 
c sends the array dimensions to subsequent programs via the data 
c file ARRAYDIMS.DAT. 
c 
c 
PROGRAM STORCF 
DIMENSION CFMATRIX (0:100) ,CFVAL(0:100) 
INTEGER DIAGI,IUNIT ,NMPARM ,NMREAD 
REAL A,PAKTITECF,STEMBINDCF,OPENCIRCCF 
CHARACTER*20 FILNAM 
COMMON/PARAM/ IUNIT,NMPARM, NMREAD 
COMMON/CHARC/FILNAM 
IUNIT=10 
c NMPARM must be changed if more diagnoses are added 
c it is the number of parameters expected from the calling PRL 
c program. 
c 
c 
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NMPARM=3 
FILNAM='C:\PRL\CF.DAT' 
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='C:\PRL\CF.DAT') 
OPEN(UNIT=20,FILE='C:\PRL\CFMATRIX.DAT' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN' ) 
OPEN(UNIT=30,FILE='C:\PRL\ARRAYDIMS.DAT' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
c more read statements must be added if more symptoms are included 
c in IESYMP1. 
c 
c 
CALL OPENF 
CALL READR(PAKTITECF) 
CFVAL(1)=PAKTITECF 
CALL READR(STEMBINDCF) 
CFVAL(2) =STEMBINDCF 
CALL READR(OPENCIRCCF) 
CFVAL(3)=0PENCIRCCF 
CALL RESETF(NMPARM) 
DO 20 DIAGI=1,NMPARM 
CFMATRIX(DIAGI)=CFVAL(DIAGI) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 K=1,1000 
READ(20,*,END=999)A 
30 CONTINUE 
111 FORMAT (1X,FS .2,1X,FS.2,1X,FS.2) 
STOP 
c this write statement must and associated format must be changed 
c i f more diagnoses are added. 
c 
999 WRITE(20,*) CFVAL(1),CFVAL(2),CFVAL(3) 
WRITE(30,*) NMPARM,K-1 
END 
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10.3 TRANSPOSE.FOR 
This program transposes the array determined by STORCF.FO R so t hat the 
rows and columns are interchanged. This was done so that the C' Fs fo r each problem 
are stored in their own row, wit h each symptom having its own column. This made 
it easie r for CFCALC .FOR to perform the calculations necessary to combine the 
component CFs into one final CF for each problem. 
c this program takes the array generated by STORCF.FOR and 
c transposes the rows and columns so that each row of the new 
c array consists of the CFs for one diagnosis . These CFs are 
c then combined in CFCALC.FOR. 
c 
c 
PROGRAM TRANSPOSE 
REAL ARRAY (0 :100 ,0:100) ,TRANS(0:100,0:100) ,ROW,COLUMN 
INTEGER M,N 
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='C :\PRL\CFMATRIX . DAT ' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=20,FILE='C:\PRL\CFTRANS.DAT ' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=30,FILE='C:\PRL\ARRAYDIM.DAT' ,STATUS= 'UNKNOWN ') 
c array dimensions passed from STORCF are read here . 
c 
READ (30 ,* ) N,M 
c 
c this reads in the array stored in CFMATRIX.DAT. 
c 
READ ( 10,* ) (( ARRAY (ROW,COLUMN ) ,COLUMN=1,N ) ,ROW=1,M) 
c 
c this transposes the array. 
c 
DO 10 ROW=1,N 
DO 20 COLUMN=1,M 
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TRANS (ROW,COLUMN )=ARRAY (COLUMN,ROW ) 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
c this writes the new array to CFTRANS.DAT. 
c 
DO 30 ROW=1,N 
WRITE (20, 111 ) (TRANS (ROW,COLUMN) ,COLUMN=1,M) 
30 CONTINUE 
c 
c this f ormat must be changed if more diagnoses are added . 
c 
111 FORMAT (10 (1x,f5.2 ) ,1x ) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRNTARRY (X,Y,ARRAY) 
INTEGER X,Y , COL,ROW , I 
DIMENSION ARRAY (0: 100,0:100) 
WRITE(*,30)(I,I=1,X) 
DO 10 ROW=1,X 
WRITE (*,20 )RO W, (ARRAY (ROW ,COL) ,COL=1,Y ) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 FORMAT (2X,I2,2X,1 0(F6.2,1X)) 
30 FORMAT (5X,10(2X,I2,3X)) 
RETURN 
END 
10.4 CFCALC.FOR 
This program calculates the final confidence factors based on the component C' F 
sent to it via IESYMPl.PRL. The subroutine C'O MBIN calculates the C f's according 
to the rul es of Equation 3.29. First. the first two ,·alues of row one are combined . 
The result i tored in the position of the second value. This is repeated with the 
econd and third values being combined and stored in the third position . and o on 
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for each row. The final C'Fs are sent back to IESYMPl.PRL via data file PARAM3. 
c this program calculates the final CFs based on the component 
c CFs recieved from IESYMP1. 
c 
c 
PROGRAM CFCALC 
INTEGER I,COL,ROW,J 
REAL CF(0:100,0:100) ,CFCOMB(0:100) 
INTEGER*2 IUNIT,NMPARM,NMREAD 
CHARACTER*20 FILNAM 
COMMON /PARAM/ IUNIT,NMPARM,NMREAD 
COMMON /CHARC/ FILNAM 
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='C:\PRL\CFTRANS.DAT' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN ' ) 
OPEN(UNIT=20,FILE='C:\PRL\PARAM3.DAT' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN(UNIT=30,FILE='C:\PRL\ARRAYDIM.DAT' ,STATUS=' UNKNOWN ' ) 
c this reads the dimensions of the array of CF values. 
c 
c 
READ(30,*) ROW,COL 
NMPARM=ROW 
IUNIT = 20 
FILNAM = 'PARAM3.DAT' 
c this reads in the array created in TRANSPOSE.FOR 
c 
9 READ(10,*)((CF (I,J),J=1,COL),I=1,ROW) 
c 
c this loop calls the subroutine responsible for calculating 
c the combined CFs for each diagnosis based on the symptoms 
c observed. 
c 
DO 10 I=1,ROW 
DO 20 J=1,COL-1 
CALL COMBIN(CF,CFCOMB,I,J) 
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20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL RESETF (NMPARM ) 
c 
c this writes the combined CFs to the data file PARAM3 
c 
c 
DO 30 I=l,ROW 
CALL WRITER (CFCOMB ( I )) 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL CLOSEF 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE COMBIN (X,CFCOMB,I,J ) 
c this subroutine calculates the combined CFs f or each diagnosis 
c based on three cases: both component CFs greater than zero, both 
c less than zero or one greater than zero, the other less than zero. 
c 
REAL X(O: l 00 ,0: 100) ,CFCOMB (O: l OO) 
INTEGER I, J 
IF (X(I,J ) .GT . 0 . AND. X(I ,J+l ) . GT . 0) THEN 
CFCOMB ( I ) = X(I,J) + X( I,J+l ) * ( l - X(I,J )) 
ENDIF 
IF (( X(I,J ) .GE . 0 . AND . X( I,J+l ) . LE . 0) 
&: . OR . (X(I,J ) .LE . 0 . AND. X( I,J+l ) . GE . 0)) THEN 
CFCOMB ( I ) = (X( I, J) + X( I,J+l ))/ 
&: ( 1- MIN ( ABS (X(I, J)), ABS( X( I,J+l )))) 
ENDIF 
IF (X(I ,J ) . LT . 0 . AND . XXI,J+l ) . LT . 0) T~EN 
CFCOMB ( I ) = X(I, J) + X( I,J+l ) * ( l + X(I ,J )) 
ENDIF 
c the combined CF f or each r ow is calculated for each adj acent 
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c pair of component CFs in the above procedures. th i s value is 
c set equal to CFCOMB and combined with the next CF in the row, 
c and so on until the end of each r ow. the old value is set equal 
c to zero for safety purposes . 
c 
X(I,J +1 )=CFCOMB(I ) 
X(I,J) = 0 
RETURN 
END 
10. 5 D ELETE.FOR 
This program simply deletes the data files used for storage of values at t he end 
of program execution. If t hi s was not done then STO R C' F.FOR would keep adding 
rows on to t he end of t he exi st ing data fil e. 
PROGRAM DELETE 
c 
c this program clears the data files just before exi ting IESYMP1. 
c this was done because otherwise STORCF would continue wr iting 
c new CF values t o the end of the old cf file. 
c 
INTEGER NMREAD,NMPARM 
CHARACTER*20 FILNAM 
COMMON/PARAM/ IUNIT,NMPARM, NMREAD 
COMMON/CHARC/FILNAM 
IUNIT=10 
NMPARM=3 
FILNAM= ' C:\PRL\CFMATRIX.DAT ' 
OPEN(UNIT=1 0 ,FILE= 'C:\PRL \CFMATRIX.DAT ') 
CALL OPENF 
CALL RESETF (NMPARM) 
IUNIT=20 
NMPARM=2 
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FILNAM= ' C:\PRL\ARRAYDIMS . DAT ' 
OPEN (UNIT=20, FILE='C: \ PRL\ ARRAYDIMS .DAT ') 
CALL OPENF 
CALL RESETF (NMPARM ) 
STOP 
END 
